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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to data storage
systems, and, more particularly, to data storage systems
capable of fine-grained, scalable allocation of disk space
to filesystems.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In today’s information age, data storage sys-
tems often manage filesystems that require dynamic ex-
pansion of disk space from time to time. Often, the file-
system is expanded in increments of storage (referred
to herein as a "chunk"). The data storage system may
allow for different guideline chunk sizes to be selected,
although the storage system may allocate chunks whose
sizes deviate from the guideline chunk size. In one ex-
emplary data storage system, chunk sizes can range
from 1 gigabytes (GiB) to 100 GiB. In another exemplary
data storage system, chunk sizes can range from 0.5 GiB
to 18 GiB.
[0003] The file servers of such systems translate the
virtual addresses of disk space in the filesystem space
into the addresses of disk space in physical storage, and
may use a fixed-size table to track the chunks of disk
space allocated to the filesystem (e.g., a table having
1023 entries in one exemplary data storage system,
where each entry is used to store, for example, the start-
ing physical address of a chunk and information regard-
ing the size of the chunk (e.g., the chunk length or the
ending address of the chunk) and maps to a range of
virtual filesystem addresses). The use of a fixed-size ta-
ble generally restricts the maximum size of the filesys-
tem, i.e., allowing only a predetermined maximum
number of chunks to be allocated to the filesystem. This
fixed-size table may be implemented in hardware and,
in any case, it may be impracticable to increase the table
size to allow larger filesystems to be supported.
[0004] Selection of the guideline chunk size for a par-
ticular filesystem is essentially a tradeoff between how
large the user expects the filesystem to grow and the
efficiency of storage utilization. Generally speaking, se-
lection of a small guideline chunk size provides for effi-
cient storage utilization but limits the maximum size of
the filesystem, while selection of a large guideline chunk
size often results in inefficient storage utilization but in-
creases the maximum filesystem size.
[0005] US 2002/ 0124137 A1 describes a system and
a method aiming for enhancing disk array performance
via variable-parity-based load balancing. The system
and the method shall operate on a computer storage sys-
tem that includes a plurality of disk drives for storing dis-
tributed parity groups. Each distributed parity group in-
cludes storage blocks. The storage blocks include one
or more data blocks and a parity block that is associated
with the one or more data blocks. Each of the storage

blocks is stored on a separate disk drive such that no two
storage blocks from a given parity set reside on the same
disk drive. The computer storage system further includes
file system metadata aiming to describe a location of each
of the storage blocks. The computer storage system fur-
ther includes a load-balancing module which shall dy-
namically move storage blocks of the distributed parity
groups among the plurality of disk drives to balance trans-
action loading of the plurality of disk drives and thereby
shall improve throughput of the computer storage sys-
tem. The load-balancing module should be configured to
update the file system metadata when a storage block is
moved.
[0006] US 2009/327368 A1 describes a technique of
dynamic write balancing in a data storage system.

SUMMARY

[0007] The object of the invention is solved by the fea-
tures of the independent claims. Further embodiments
are the subject-matter of the dependent claims.
[0008] According to the invention there is proposed a
computer program product according to claim 1, a meth-
od according to claim 13, a file server according to claim
14, and file storage system according to claim 15. De-
pendent claims relate to preferred embodiments.
[0009] In certain embodiments there is provided a
method and data storage system for expanding storage
for a filesystem that includes a plurality of chunks select-
ed from a plurality of stripesets, wherein a virtual address
space of the filesystem is mapped to physical storage
addresses associated with the chunks. The method in-
volves maintaining a chunk database to track the chunks
associated with the filesystem, the chunk database in-
cluding a fixed number of entries, each entry capable of
storing information regarding the starting address and
length of a portion of storage allocated to the filesystem;
receiving a request to expand the filesystem; identifying
a last chunk associated with the filesystem based on the
chunk database; allocating at least one chunk from the
same stripeset as the last chunk and contiguous with the
last chunk when the at least one chunk is available for
the allocation to the filesystem; and updating an entry in
the chunk database associated with the last chunk to
reflect the increase in the length of contiguous storage
represented by the at least one allocated chunk.
[0010] In various alternative embodiments, prior to de-
termining if at least one chunk from the same stripeset
as the last chunk and contiguous with the last chunk is
available for allocation to the filesystem, the at least one
chunk from the same stripeset as the last chunk and con-
tiguous with the last chunk may be reserved so that the
at least one chunk remains available.
[0011] Determining if at least one chunk from the same
stripeset as the last chunk and contiguous with the last
chunk is available for allocation to the filesystem may
involve determining an active run length for the filesystem
and determining that there is at least one chunk available
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for allocation to the filesystem when the active run length
is less than a run bias and there is at least one chunk
from the same stripeset as the last chunk and contiguous
with the last chunk. In this regard, allocating at least one
chunk may involve allocating up to N chunks from the
same stripeset as the last chunk and contiguous with the
last chunk, where N is equal to the run bias minus the
active run length. The method may also involve deter-
mining the run bias, such as by determining the run bias
based on a number of stripesets and a number of file-
systems.
[0012] The method may further involve allocating at
least one chunk from a different stripeset, when such at
least one chunk from the same stripeset as the last chunk
and contiguous with the last chunk is determined to be
unavailable.
[0013] In certain embodiments, the chunk database
may be maintained in hardware, and the data storage
system may include an interface coupled between a soft-
ware-based chunk allocator and the hardware through
which the chunk allocator accesses the chunk database.
[0014] In other embodiments there is provided a meth-
od and data storage system for expanding storage for
filesystems in a fine-grained, scalable manner. The meth-
od includes determining, by a file server, a run bias for a
span, wherein the run bias indicates a number of contig-
uous chunks of disk space associated with an entry in
an address translation table for a filesystem. The method
includes receiving, by the file server, a request for an
expansion of disk space for the filesystem. The method
includes scoring, by the chunk allocator, each stripeset
in a group of stripesets based at least in part on a number
of unused chunks on the stripeset and a number of
chunks on the stripeset being used by the filesystem.
The method includes allocating, by the chunk allocator,
a chunk on the stripeset with the highest score, wherein
the allocated chunk lies outside of runs reserved for other
filesystems.
[0015] Determining the run bias for a span may include
determining, by the file server, a default run bias. Deter-
mining the run bias for a span may include determining,
by the file server, the run bias based on a number of
stripesets and a number of filesystems.
[0016] Scoring each stripeset may include determin-
ing, by the chunk allocator, that a chunk after a last allo-
cated chunk of the filesystem is available; determining,
by the chunk allocator, a bias factor for a current stripeset
of the filesystem, wherein the current stripeset includes
the last allocated chunk of the filesystem; and scoring,
by the chunk allocator, the current stripeset with the bias
factor. Scoring each stripeset may include determining,
by the chunk allocator, that a chunk after a last allocated
chunk of the filesystem is used by another filesystem;
and scoring, by the chunk allocator, each stripeset in a
group of stripesets based at least in part on a difference
between a number of unused chunks on the stripeset
and a number of chunks reserved for other filesystems.
Scoring each stripeset may include scoring, by the chunk

allocator, each stripeset in the group of stripesets based
at least in part on a number of unused chunks on the
stripeset, a span weight, a number of chunks on the
stripeset being used by the filesystem, and a filesystem
weight.
[0017] Allocating the chunk on the stripeset with the
highest score may include selecting, by the chunk allo-
cator, a chunk after a last allocated chunk of the filesys-
tem. Allocating the chunk on the stripeset with the highest
score may include searching, by the chunk allocator, for
a run of unreserved chunks whose length is at least the
run bias; and selecting, by the chunk allocator, a first
chunk in the run. Allocating the chunk on the stripeset
with the highest score may include searching, by the
chunk allocator, for a run of reserved chunks whose
length is at least the run bias; and selecting, by the chunk
allocator, a first chunk in a second half of the run.
[0018] In still other embodiments there is provided a
method and data storage system for expanding storage
for a filesystem including a plurality of chunks selected
from a plurality of stripesets, wherein a virtual address
space of the filesystem is mapped to physical storage
addresses associated with the chunks. The method in-
volves maintaining a chunk database to track the chunks
associated with a plurality of filesystems, the chunk da-
tabase including a fixed number of entries, each entry
capable of storing information regarding the starting ad-
dress and length of a portion of storage allocated one of
the filesystems; receiving a request to expand a filesys-
tem in the plurality of filesystems; selecting a stripeset
from which to allocate storage; retrieving an entry from
the chunk database with a starting address on the stripe-
set, wherein the entry corresponds to a live run of a dif-
ferent filesystem in the plurality of filesystems; identifying
at least one chunk on the stripeset that is positioned after
N chunks that follow and are contiguous with a last chunk
in the live run, wherein N is equal to a run bias minus an
active run length of the live run; and allocating the at least
one chunk to the filesystem if the at least one chunk is
available.
[0019] In various alternative embodiments, the method
may further involve continuing to retrieve entries from the
chunk database with a starting address on the stripeset
and identify at least one chunk that is positioned after N
chunks that follow and are contiguous with a last chunk
in the live run until the at least one chunk is available.
Identifying at least one chunk on the stripeset may involve
identifying a run of available chunks equal to a run bias
or identifying a longest run of available chunks on the
stripeset.
[0020] In still other embodiments there is provided a
method and data storage system for expanding storage
for a filesystem including a plurality of chunks selected
from a plurality of stripesets, wherein a virtual address
space of the filesystem is mapped to physical storage
addresses associated with the chunks. The method in-
volves maintaining a chunk database to track the chunks
associated with a plurality of filesystems, the chunk da-
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tabase including a fixed number of entries, each entry
capable of storing information regarding the starting ad-
dress and length of a portion of storage allocated one of
the filesystems; receiving a request to expand a filesys-
tem in the plurality of filesystems; determining a number
of chunks for the request exceeds a number of chunks
in a run bias multiplied by a number of stripesets on a
span; determining a number of chunks to allocate from
each stripeset by dividing the number of chunks for the
request by the number of stripesets; searching, on each
stripeset, for a run of available chunks equal to the
number of chunks to allocate from each stripeset; allo-
cating, from each stripeset, the run of available chunks;
and creating, for each run of available chunks, an entry
in the chunk database associated with the run of available
chunks, wherein the entry includes a length of the run.
[0021] Embodiments also may include computer pro-
grams configured to perform any of the above methods.
[0022] Embodiments also may include apparatus com-
prising a tangible computer-readable medium having
embodied therein computer programs configured to per-
form any of the above methods.
[0023] Additional embodiments may be disclosed and
claimed.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0024] The foregoing features of the invention will be
more readily understood by reference to the following
detailed description, taken with reference to the accom-
panying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram of a file storage
system in accordance with an exemplary embodi-
ment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a schematic block diagram showing the
general format of a filesystem in accordance with an
exemplary embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram showing the relation-
ship between storage blocks and stripesets in an ex-
emplary embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a schematic block diagram of a file server
of the file storage system;
FIG. 5 is a schematic representation of chunks in a
stripeset including some chunks that are already
used and some chunks that are free to be allocated
to a filesystem;
FIG. 6 is a schematic representation of the table 9025
as might be found at a particular point in time in an
exemplary prior art embodiment, where information
for each new chunk is stored in a separate table en-
try;
FIG. 7 is a schematic representation of the table 9025
as might be found at a particular point in time in an
exemplary embodiment where information for con-
tiguous chunks may be stored in a single table entry,
in lieu of the table 9025 shown in FIG. 6;
FIG. 8 is a schematic representation of the table 9025

showing how the table entry 9030 of FIG. 7 is mod-
ified to incorporate the two additional contiguous
chunks in accordance with one exemplary embodi-
ment;
FIG. 9 is a schematic representation of the filesystem
space of FIG. 4 expanded by three chunks of the
same size (e.g., X), in accordance with one exem-
plary embodiment;
FIG. 10 is a flow chart for a generic chunk allocation
process, in accordance with one exemplary embod-
iment;
FIG. 11 is an exemplary flow diagram of a method
of selecting a stripeset and chunk on the stripeset to
allocate to a filesystem;
FIG. 12 is an exemplary flow diagram of a method
of selecting a stripeset from which a chunk will be
allocated when the current stripeset includes an ex-
pandable live run for the filesystem is shown and
described;
FIG. 13 is an exemplary flow diagram of a method
of selecting a stripeset from which a chunk will be
allocated when the current stripeset does not include
an expandable live run for the filesystem is shown
and described;
FIG. 14 is an exemplary table that stores the begin-
ning and ending addresses in a filesystem space of
runs allocated to a filesystem;
FIG. 15 is an exemplary flow diagram for a method
of reducing a run bias to improve load balancing
across a span;
FIG. 16 is an exemplary flow diagram for a method
of searching for unreserved chunks on a stripeset to
allocate to a filesystem; and
FIG. 17 is an exemplary flow diagram for a method
of allocating storage across all the stripesets in a
span.

[0025] It should be noted that the foregoing figures and
the elements depicted therein are not necessarily drawn
to consistent scale or to any scale. Unless the context
otherwise suggests, like elements are indicated by like
numerals.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC EMBODI-
MENTS

[0026] Definitions. As used in this description and the
accompanying claims, the following terms shall have the
meanings indicated, unless the context otherwise re-
quires:
A "storage device" is a device or system that is used to
store data. A storage device may include one or more
magnetic or magneto-optical or optical disk drives, solid
state storage devices, or magnetic tapes. For conven-
ience, a storage device is sometimes referred to as a
"disk" or a "hard disk." A data storage system may include
the same or different types of storage devices having the
same or different storage capacities.
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[0027] A "RAID controller" is a device or system that
combines the storage capacity of several storage devices
into a virtual piece of storage space that may be referred
to alternatively as a "system drive" ("SD"), a "logical unit"
("LU" or "LUN"), or a "volume." Typically, an SD is larger
than a single storage device, drawing space from several
storage devices, and includes redundant information so
that it can withstand the failure of a certain number of
disks without data loss. In exemplary embodiments, each
SD is associated with a unique identifier that is referred
to hereinafter as a "logical unit identifier" or "LUID," and
each SD will be no larger than a predetermined maximum
size, e.g., 2 TB - 64 TB or more. When commands are
sent to an SD, the RAID controller typically forwards the
commands to all storage devices of the SD at the same
time. The RAID controller helps to overcome three of the
main limitations of typical storage devices, namely that
the storage devices are typically the slowest components
of the storage system, they are typically the most likely
to suffer catastrophic failure, and they typically have rel-
atively small storage capacity.
[0028] A "RAID system" is a device or system that in-
cludes one or more RAID controllers and a number of
storage devices. Typically, a RAID system will contain
two RAID controllers (so that one can keep working if the
other fails, and also to share the load while both are
healthy) and a few dozen storage devices. In exemplary
embodiments, the RAID system is typically configured
with between two and thirty-two SDs, although in various
embodiments, exemplary RAID systems may have more.
When a file server needs to store or retrieve data, it sends
commands to the RAID controllers of the RAID system,
which in turn are responsible for routing commands on-
wards to individual storage devices and storing or retriev-
ing the data as necessary. With some RAID systems,
mirror relationships can be established between SDs
such that data written to one SD (referred to as the "pri-
mary SD") is automatically written by the RAID system
to another SD (referred to herein as the "secondary SD"
or "mirror SD") for redundancy purposes. The secondary
SD may be managed by the same RAID system as the
primary SD or by a different local or remote RAID system.
Mirroring SDs effectively provides RAID 1+0 functionality
across SDs in order to provide recovery from the loss or
corruption of an SD or possibly even multiple SDs in some
situations.
[0029] A "filesystem" is a structure of files and directo-
ries (folders) stored in a file storage system. In some
embodiments, a filesystem is a virtualized region of disk
space that resides on the chunks of one or more stripe-
sets. Within a file storage system, filesystems are typi-
cally managed using a number of virtual storage con-
structs, and in exemplary embodiments, filesystems are
managed using a hierarchy of virtual storage constructs
referred to as ranges, stripesets, and spans. A "range"
is composed of either a primary SD on its own or a pri-
mary/secondary SD pair that are supposed to contain
identical data and therefore offer the same storage ca-

pacity as a single SD. A "stripeset" is composed of one
or more ranges. In some embodiments, a stripeset can
include up to thirty-two (32) logical units ("LUs"). A stripe-
set is "full" if all of its chunks are being used. Otherwise,
the stripeset is "non-full." A "span" is composed of one
or more stripesets (e.g., up to 64 stripesets, where the
stripesets need not have the same capacity or contain
the same number of LUs as one another). In some em-
bodiments, a span includes multiple filesystems (e.g., up
to 128 filesystems). Thus, a span is ultimately composed
of one or more SDs (typically four to fifty SDs). A span
can be divided into one or more filesystems, with each
filesystem having a separate name and identifier and po-
tentially different characteristics (e.g., one filesystem
may be formatted with 32KB clusters and another with
4KB clusters, one filesystem may be Worm and another
not, etc.). Each filesystem on the span is formatted,
mounted, and unmounted separately. Filesystems may
be created and deleted in any order and at any time.
Filesystems can be configured to expand automatically
(or alternatively to prevent or restrict auto-expansion) or
can be expanded manually. In certain embodiments, a
file server stores the virtual and physical addresses of
the filesystem’s disk space in a "chunk database." Dis-
contiguous chunks of disk space on the span appear to
be a continuous disk space for the filesystem’s purposes.
In various embodiments, the file server stores information
about the filesystem’s disk space in entries of a table on
a disk interface (DI) chip. Each entry in a table includes
the beginning and ending locations of a portion of disk
space allocated to the filesystem.
[0030] A "chunk" is a region of disk space on a single
stripeset. In some embodiments, the chunk may be an
increment of disk space added to a filesystem. Each
chunk resides on a single stripeset, e.g., chunks do not
span multiple stripesets. In some embodiments, the size
of a chunk may range between 1 Gigabytes (GiB) and
100 GiB. When a chunk has not been allocated to a file-
system, the chunk is "available" or "free." When a chunk
has been allocated, the chunk is "used" and cannot be
allocated to another filesystem or reused in the same
filesystem. Chunks are either "free" or "used," e.g., a
chunk cannot be partly used and partly free. In some
embodiments, an administrator sets a guideline chunk
size when a span is created. The guideline chunk size is
an approximation of a chunk’s size in the span. The file
server is allowed to allocate chunks of different sizes.
Therefore, chunks in a span may have different capaci-
ties from one another and different capacities from the
guideline chunk size.
[0031] A "run" is a sequence of one or more chunks
that are contiguous within a filesystem space and within
a logical unit space. Thus, a file server could perform a
single continuous read or write operation to all the chunks
in a run. Further, the read or write operation could be
translated into a comparable operation to each of the
logical units in a stripeset, beginning with the same ad-
dress on each logical unit and ending with the same ad-
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dress on each logical unit. In typical embodiments, under
certain circumstances, a run can begin as a single chunk
and be expanded to include multiple contiguous chunks
from a single stripeset.
[0032] A "run bias" is a preferred length of a run that
is stored in a single entry in a table that stores addresses
of disk space allocated to a filesystem. The run bias may
indicate the extent to which the file server may tolerate
load imbalance among the stripesets. When the run bias
is lower, the file server more frequently allocates chunks
from different stripesets to keep the load balanced across
the span (e.g., the file server allocates fewer chunks from
one stripeset before it begins allocating chunks from an-
other). In some embodiments, when the span has few
chunks but many stripesets, the file server determines a
lower run bias to improve load balancing across the span.
[0033] A "live run" is a run of chunks allocated to a
filesystem that can be expanded. The run is the last run
in the filesystem, and the run is immediately followed by
a free chunk on the same stripeset as the run.
[0034] A run of free chunks on a stripeset can be di-
vided into two runs. One of the runs is a "claimed run,"
which is a run of free chunks that immediately follows a
live run whose length is shorter than the run bias. The
claimed run may include the number of chunks needed
to extend the live run so its length is equal to the run bias.
[0035] An "unclaimed run" is a run of free chunks that
immediately follows a claimed run. The chunk allocator
is free to allocate chunks from an unclaimed run.
[0036] A "chunk database" is a storage construct used
to track the chunks associated with one or more filesys-
tems. FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram of a file storage
system in accordance with one exemplary embodiment
of the present invention. Among other things, the file stor-
age system includes a number of file servers (a single
file server 9002 is shown for the sake of simplicity and
convenience) in communication with various client de-
vices 90061 - 9006M over a communication network 9004
such as an Internet Protocol network (e.g., the Internet)
and also in communication with various RAID systems
90081 - 9008N over a storage network 9010 such as a
FibreChannel network. The client devices 90061 - 9006M
and the file server 9002 communicate using one or more
network file protocols, such as CIFS and/or NFS. The file
server 9002 and the RAID systems 90081 - 9008N com-
municate using a storage protocol, such as SCSI. It
should be noted that the file storage system could include
multiple file servers and multiple RAID systems intercon-
nected in various configurations, including a full mesh
configuration in which any file server can communicate
with any RAID system over a redundant and switched
FibreChannel network.
[0037] The file server 9002 manages one or more file-
systems. The file server 9002 can be configured to allow
client access to portions of the filesystems, such as trees
or subtrees under designated names. In CIFS parlance,
such access may be referred to as a "share" while in NFS
parlance, such access may be referred to as an "export."

Internally, the file server 9002 may include various hard-
ware-implemented and/or hardware-accelerated sub-
systems, for example, as described in United States Pat-
ent Application Nos. 09/879,798 and 10/889,158, and
may include a hardware-based filesystem including a plu-
rality of linked sub-modules, for example, as described
in United States Patent Application Nos. 10/286,015 and
11/841,353.
[0038] Each RAID system 9008 typically includes at
least one RAID controller (and usually two RAID control-
lers for redundancy) as well as a number of physical stor-
age devices (e.g., disks) that are managed by the RAID
controller(s). The RAID system 9008 aggregates its stor-
age resources into a number of SDs. For example, each
RAID system 9008 may be configured with between 2
and 32 SDs, although in some examples, each RAID
system may be configured for more. Each SD may be
limited to a predetermined maximum size (e.g., 2 TB -
64 TB or more). Combining several storage devices into
an SD can provide a number of benefits, including in-
creased speed (individual storage devices are relatively
slow, but data can be striped across several storage de-
vices to widen the bottleneck), increased capacity (indi-
vidual storage devices are comparatively small, but sev-
eral storage devices can be combined to provide more
usable space), abstraction (the amount of space used
can be either larger or smaller than the size of a single
storage device), and resilience (parity or redundancy in-
formation can be stored on each storage device so that
the SD can withstand the loss of a storage device).
[0039] The file server 9002 is configured to use one or
more SDs, which can be from a single RAID system or
from multiple RAID systems. The file server 9002 can
normally interrogate the RAID systems to find out wheth-
er each SD is primary or secondary. The method of con-
trolling which SDs are used by the file server 9002 is
referred to herein as "licensing." Thus, in practice, the
file server 9002 will typically be licensed for some SDs
and unlicensed for others.
[0040] Internally, the file server 9002 is capable of com-
bining several SDs into a larger storage pool referred to
herein as a "span." A span is essentially a RAID 0 array
of several SDs. Combining several SDs into a span can
provide a number of benefits similar to those obtained
by combining multiple physical disks into an SD, including
increased speed (spreading I/O between multiple SDs
on multiple RAID systems can widen the storage bottle-
neck further), increased storage capacity (the span can
be larger than a single SD, which may be limited to two
terabytes), and additional abstraction, which allows for
more flexible storage space allocation.
[0041] FIG. 2 is a schematic block diagram of a span
in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the
present invention. As shown, the span 9011 is composed
of a number of stripesets numbered 90121 - 9012K that
logically provide a contiguous storage space. Each
stripeset 9012 in turn is composed of one or more ranges
and therefore one or more SDs. In this example, stripeset
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90121 includes ranges numbered 90131 - 9013J.
[0042] When a large amount of data is written to a
stripeset, the file server 9002 generally "stripes" the data
across multiple ranges/SDs in the stripeset rather than
writing all of the data to a single range/SD. For example,
when a large amount of data is written, the file server
9002 may write the first 4MB of data in range/SD 90131,
the next 4MB of data in range/SD 90132, and so on, re-
cycling back to range/SD 90131 after writing data to
range/SD 9013J. Among other things, such "striping" in-
creases the chances that the file server 9002 is using
several SDs (and hence several storage devices), pos-
sibly managed by several RAID systems.
[0043] It should be noted that, in an exemplary embod-
iment, the span 9011 initially contains a single stripeset
when the span is created, but additional stripesets may
be added to the span over time, and different stripesets
may have different numbers of ranges/SDs. In an exem-
plary embodiment, each stripeset can contain up to 32
SDs, regardless of their capacities. Each SD may be mir-
rored, but such mirroring is performed by the RAID sys-
tems rather than by the file server 9002; therefore, for
mirrored SDs, the file server 9002 sends commands only
to the primary SD, and only the primary SD counts to-
wards the limit of 32 SDs per stripeset. Also, in an exem-
plary embodiment, once a stripeset is created, no more
SDs are added to that stripeset. Therefore, in order to
add SDs to the span, a new stripeset is formed for the
additional SDs, and the new stripeset is essentially con-
catenated to the existing stripeset(s) in the span.
[0044] Thus, for example, a span initially may include
a single stripeset having four SDs numbered 0-3. In order
to add three new SDs numbered 5-7 to the span, a second
stripeset including SDs 5-7 is created, and the second
stripeset is concatenated to the first stripeset. The exist-
ing data is not "re-striped" across all seven SDs in the
span.
[0045] In essence, a filesystem can be viewed as a
contiguous storage space having N sequential blocks of
storage. For the sake of this discussion, the blocks can
be logically numbered sequentially from 0 to N-1. In ac-
tuality, the filesystem storage space may be physically
non-contiguous within the span, and may include storage
from multiple stripesets. Generally speaking, the file serv-
er 9002 maps filesystem storage blocks to physical stor-
age locations within the span. Thus, in an exemplary em-
bodiment in which a filesystem includes storage from
multiple stripesets, a first set of filesystem storage blocks
will map to a first stripeset, a second set of filesystem
storage blocks will map to a second stripeset, and so on.
[0046] FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram showing the re-
lationship between storage blocks and stripesets in an
exemplary embodiment of the present invention. In this
example, there are N storage blocks numbered 0 - (N-1)
comprising chunks from two stripesets, where the first M
blocks (numbered 0 to M-1) map to chunks from stripeset
1 and the remaining N-M of the blocks (numbered M to
N-1) map to chunks from stripeset 2. It should be noted

that there may be many millions of blocks associated with
each stripeset, and the number of blocks may be different
in each stripeset. It should be noted that, because allo-
cations are made to the filesystem over time, a typical
filesystem will have many ranges from each stripeset.
For example, it may have 7GiB from stripeset 0, 9GiB
from stripeset 2, 13GiB from stripeset 1, 11GiB from
stripeset 0, 18GiB from stripeset 1, 8GiB from stripeset
0, 21GiB from stripeset 2, and so on. Furthermore, it can
have several consecutive ranges from different regions
of the same stripeset, which is especially likely if the span
contains only one or two stripesets.
[0047] FIG. 4 is a schematic block diagram of a span
manager 9003 on the file server 9002, in accordance with
one exemplary embodiment. Among other things, the
span manager 9003 includes one or more chunk alloca-
tors 9014 and a VLSI interface 9015 through which the
span manager 9003 interfaces with various hardware-
based filesystem components, including a disk interface
(DI) chip 9020 with tables 9025 that store the locations
of runs allocated to the filesystems. The span manager
9003 also interfaces with a chunk database 9030 that
stores information regarding chunks allocated to the file-
systems. In many embodiments, the chunk database
9030 stores information about every chunk on the span.
The chunk database 9030 is maintained on disk, in mem-
ory, or both. The chunk allocator 9014 of the span man-
ager 9003 manipulates the chunk database 9030.
[0048] The DI chip 9020 is responsible for connectivity
to physical storage (e.g., disk and/or solid-state storage
on a back-end Fibre Channel SAN) and for controlling
how data is stored and spread across those physical de-
vices. When the span manager 9003 receives a request
from a client device 9006 to expand the disk space of a
filesystem, a chunk allocator 9014 determines which
chunk(s) to allocate to the filesystem.
[0049] In some embodiments, the file server 9002 in-
cludes a single chunk allocator 9014. The chunk allocator
9014 stores sets of span weights and filesystem weights,
as described further herein, for different spans. The
chunk allocator 9014 selects the span weight and file-
system weight based on the span on which the filesystem
being expanded resides. In other embodiments, the file
server 9002 includes different chunk allocators 9014,
each chunk allocator 9014 storing a different set of span
and filesystem weights. In some embodiments, the span
manager 9003 selects a chunk allocator 9014 based on
the client device 9006. In some embodiments, the span
manager 9003 selects a chunk allocator 9014 based on
the filesystem to be expanded.
[0050] The chunk allocator 9014 determines the virtual
addresses of chunks and the corresponding physical ad-
dresses in disk space on the logical units, as well as the
device identifiers for the logical units. The chunk allocator
9014 stores information regarding the allocated chunk(s)
in the chunk database 9025 and in the tables 9025 in the
DI chip 9020. In some embodiments, the chunk allocator
9014 stores information about each individual allocated
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chunk in the chunk database 9025. The chunk allocator
9014 also, through the VLSI interface 9015, updates ta-
bles 9025 on the DI chip 9020 to reflect the newly allo-
cated chunk(s).
[0051] In some embodiments, the tables 9025 include
volume mapping tables and stripeset mapping tables.
The chunk allocator 9014 stores and/or updates the be-
ginning and ending addresses in the filesystem space
for a run in an entry of a volume mapping table. The
stripeset mapping table stores the relationships between
addresses in the filesystem space with addresses in the
SD space. Thus, using the volume mapping and stripeset
mapping tables, a filesystem can access the chunks of
disk space that have been allocated to it. In some em-
bodiments, the chunk allocator 9014 stores information
such as, the virtual addresses, physical addresses, and
device identifiers corresponding to chunks. In some em-
bodiments, the virtual address is a filesystem offset, the
device identifier is an LU device identifier, and the phys-
ical address is an offset on a logical unit.
[0052] In exemplary embodiments, when a filesystem
is expanded by one or more chunks, rather than allocat-
ing chunks from stripesets in a haphazard manner and
using a separate table entry in the chunk database 9025
for each added chunk, the span manager 9003, and spe-
cifically the chunk allocator 9014, under certain circum-
stances discussed more fully below, allocates one or
more chunks from the same stripeset as, and contiguous
with, the last existing chunk in the filesystem (i.e., the
chunk(s) associated with the last populated entry in the
chunk database 9025) and the corresponding entry in
the chunk database 9025 is updated to reflect the effec-
tive increase in disk space allocated to the filesystem. In
this way, the range of virtual filesystem addresses asso-
ciated with the last table entry grows and maps to multiple
contiguous chunks of physical storage, without utilizing
additional table entries and hence leaving those table
entries available for further expansion. As a result, the
filesystem generally can be expanded so as to include a
larger number of chunks without expanding the size of
the table (e.g., more than 1023 chunks in a system that
uses a fixed-size table having 1023 entries).
[0053] FIG. 5 is a schematic representation of chunks
in a stripeset including some chunks that are already
used and some chunks that are free to be allocated to a
filesystem. For convenience, the "free" chunks are re-
ferred to as "free 1," "free 2," etc. In this embodiment, the
stripeset includes discontiguous runs of used chunks.
Used chunks 1 and 2 are allocated to the same filesys-
tem. When the file server 9002 searches for free chunks
to allocate to a different filesystem, the file server 9002
searches past a predetermined number of free chunks
that follow the live run for the filesystem (e.g., the claimed
run), as described further herein. Thus, the file server
9002 bypasses free chunks so that the filesystem may
later expand into the chunks in the claimed run. The file
server 9002 allocates a chunk after the claimed run, e.g.,
chunk "used 3," to the different filesystem. For sake of

demonstration, say that a request is received for the span
manager 9003 to expand a given filesystem by three
chunks of size X. The span manager allocates three
chunks from available storage. While the three chunks
could come from a single stripeset or from two or three
different stripesets, for this demonstration, it is assumed
that chunks "free 1," "free 2," and "free 3" from FIG. 5
are allocated for the filesystem.
[0054] FIG. 6 is a schematic representation of the table
9025 as might be found at a particular point in time in an
exemplary prior art embodiment, where information for
each new chunk is stored in a separate table entry. For
convenience and simplicity, the table is represented as
storing a chunk pointer and a size, although in actual
embodiments, the table may contain additional and/or
alternate information for tracking the logical and physical
addresses and devices associated with the chunks allo-
cated to the filesystem (e.g., storing the beginning and
ending addresses of chunks or runs of chunks allocated
to the filesystem). When the filesystem is first created,
the fields in the table 9025 are blank. As the file server
9002 allocates chunks to the filesystem, the address and
size of each newly allocated chunk are stored in an en-
try’s fields. The file server 9002 can allocate the three
new chunks to the filesystem, thus occupying three en-
tries in the table 9025. Information for the first chunk is
written into table entry 9030, including a pointer to the
start of the chunk (in this example, a pointer to the start
of chunk "free 1") in a previously blank field 9040 and the
chunk size X in field 9050; information for a second chunk
is written into table entry 9031, including a pointer to the
start of the chunk (in this example, a pointer to the start
of chunk "free 2") in a previously blank field 9041 and the
chunk size X in field 9051; and information for a third
chunk is written into table entry 9032, including a pointer
to the start of the chunk (in this example, a pointer to the
start of chunk "free 3") in a previously blank field 9042
and the chunk size X in field 9052. The virtual filesystem
address space is increased by 3X. In alternate embodi-
ments, each allocated chunk may have the same size.
In these embodiments, the table 9025 could include a
single column, wherein each entry in the column stores
the address of the beginning of a chunk.
[0055] FIG. 7 is a schematic representation of the table
9025 as might be found at a particular point in time in an
exemplary embodiment where information for contigu-
ous chunks may be stored in a single table entry, in lieu
of the table 9025 shown in FIG. 6. Specifically, using the
example above in which contiguous chunks "free 1," "free
2," and "free 3" from FIG. 5 are allocated for the filesys-
tem, table entry 9030 is used to store information for the
run of three contiguous chunks. A pointer to the start of
the run (in this example, a pointer to the start of chunk
"free 1") has been written into field 9040. A pointer to the
end of the run (in this example, a pointer to the end of
chunk "free 3")) has been written into field 9050. In this
way, even though the span manager 9003 allocated three
new chunks and added the chunks to the filesystem, the
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contiguous chunks take up only one table entry and are
made to appear in the table 9025 as a single chunk of a
larger chunk size (i.e., a chunk spanning the stored ad-
dresses).
[0056] For the sake of further demonstration, say that
a further request is received for the span manager 9003
to expand the filesystem by two more chunks and that
the span manager 9003 determines that it should allocate
the next two contiguous chunks from the same stripeset
(e.g., chunks "free 4" and "free 5" in FIG. 5).
[0057] FIG. 8 is a schematic representation of the table
9025 showing how the table entry 9030 of FIG. 7 is mod-
ified to incorporate the two additional contiguous chunks
in accordance with one exemplary embodiment. Specif-
ically, the pointer to the start of the first chunk in the run
remains in field 9040, but the end address of the run,
stored in field 9050, is changed (in this example, to the
end of chunk "free 5") so that the disk space between
the start and end addresses encompass the additional
two contiguously-allocated chunks. In this way, even
though the span manager 9003 has now allocated five
contiguous chunks from storage and added the chunks
to the filesystem, the contiguous chunks still take up only
one table entry.
[0058] In typical embodiments, expansion of the file-
system using aggregated contiguous chunks is only done
with the last used or unused table entry in the table 9025
so that the corresponding extension of the virtual filesys-
tem address space maps to the new storage added to
the end of the filesystem. For example, with reference
again to FIG. 4, if three chunks are added to the filesys-
tem, then the filesystem address space would increase
from N to (N+3X) but the physical addresses correspond-
ing to storage for blocks 0 to (N-1) must remain un-
changed or else a particular virtual filesystem address
might then point to an invalid physical address location.
FIG. 9 is a schematic representation of the filesystem
space of FIG. 4 expanded by three chunks of size X. The
original filesystem space 9060 remains at logical address
range 0 to (N-1) and the newly allocated filesystem space
9070 is at logical address range N to (N+3X-1).
[0059] FIG. 10 is a flow chart for a generic chunk allo-
cation process, in accordance with one exemplary em-
bodiment. Specifically, FIG. 10 describes a generic
chunk allocation process for expanding storage for a file-
system by a file server, where the filesystem includes a
plurality of chunks selected from a plurality of stripesets,
and the file server maps a virtual address space of the
filesystem to physical storage addresses associated with
the chunks. Beginning in block 1002, the file server main-
tains a chunk database to track the chunks associated
with the filesystem, the chunk database including a fixed
number of entries, each entry capable of storing informa-
tion regarding the starting address and length of a portion
of storage allocated to the filesystem. In block 1004, the
file server receives a request to expand the filesystem.
In block 1006, the file server identifies a last chunk as-
sociated with the filesystem based on the chunk data-

base. In block 1008, the file server determines if at least
one chunk from the same stripeset as the last chunk and
contiguous with the last chunk is available for allocation
to the filesystem. In the context of the exemplary embod-
iments discussed herein, the determination of whether
at least one chunk from the same stripeset as the last
chunk and contiguous with the last chunk is "available"
for allocation to the filesystem may take into account not
just whether the chunk(s) is/are free but also other fac-
tors, such as run bias and other factors, as discussed
below. In block 1010, the file server allocates at least one
chunk from the same stripeset as the last chunk and con-
tiguous with the last chunk when at least one chunk is
determined to be available. In block 1012, the file server
updates an entry in a table associated with the last chunk
of the filesystem to reflect the increase in the length of
contiguous storage represented by at least one allocated
chunk.
[0060] In certain exemplary embodiments, various lim-
itations (discussed more fully below) are placed on the
number of contiguous chunks that can be allocated from
a stripeset and associated with a single table entry, such
that, in some situations, even if additional contiguous
chunks could have been allocated from a particular
stripeset and associated with a single table entry, at least
some of the chunks are allocated from a different stripe-
set in order to distribute the storage (and hence the stor-
age accesses) across multiple stripesets. For example,
say that the last chunk in a particular filesystem is part
of a run of A contiguous chunks from a particular stripeset
(which may be referred to herein as the "active run
length"), where A is greater than or equal to one but is
less than the predetermined run bias. Also, say that a
request is received to expand the filesystem by B chunks,
where (A + B) is greater than the predetermined run bias.
Even if there are B chunks available from the same stripe-
set as the last chunk and contiguous with the last chunk,
the chunk allocator 9014 generally will allocate only N
chunks from that stripeset, where N is equal to the run
bias minus the active run length; the chunk allocator 9014
generally will allocate the remaining chunk(s) from one
or more other stripesets as selected according to a pre-
determined selection scheme, discussed more fully be-
low. However, in some embodiments, if the stripeset has
been recently added to the span and is proportionally
emptier than other stripesets, the chunk allocator 9014
may allocate long runs on the emptier stripeset, despite
the length of the run bias.
[0061] While, in some exemplary embodiments, the
chunk allocator 9014 may determine in real time whether
one or more chunk(s) can be allocated from the same
stripeset as the last chunk and contiguous with the last
chunk, in certain exemplary embodiments, the chunk al-
locator 9014 may, under certain circumstances dis-
cussed more fully below, at least temporarily reserve one
or more contiguous chunks from a stripeset in order to
allow such chunks to be allocated to the filesystem in a
contiguous manner at a future time. Specifically, under
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such circumstances, when the chunk allocator 9014 al-
locates one or more contiguous chunks from a stripeset
to allocate to the filesystem and there is a possibility that
additional contiguous chunks may be allocated to the file-
system in the future, the chunk allocator 9014 may re-
serve one or more chunks in that stripeset, contiguous
with the chunk(s) that were allocated, so that such re-
served chunks are available to allocate to the filesystem
if and when the filesystem is expanded in the future. Gen-
erally speaking, the chunk allocator 9014 will only reserve
chunk(s) to the extent that reserved chunk(s) can be al-
located without exceeding a predetermined run bias, i.e.,
if the number of contiguous chunk(s) that have been al-
located from the stripeset to the filesystem (which may
be referred to herein as the "active run length") has
reached the predetermined run bias, then the chunk al-
locator 9014 typically does not reserve any chunks; oth-
erwise, the chunk allocator 9014 may reserve up to N
chunks, where N is equal to the predetermined run bias
minus the active run length. The chunk allocator 9014
avoids reserved chunks when allocating chunks for other
filesystems, at least until the reserved chunks are re-
turned to the "pool" of available chunks (e.g., if the re-
served chunks become the only chunks that are available
to be allocated). It should be noted that the chunk allo-
cator 9014 may maintain a separate grouping of reserved
chunks for each of a number of different filesystems.
[0062] Thus, as the filesystem’s storage expands, the
file server 9002 may allocate a chunk from a run reserved
for the filesystem. Because a run with multiple chunks
can occupy a single entry in the chunk database, filesys-
tems thereby may include more chunks than chunk da-
tabase would otherwise allow. Thus, in this system, stor-
age may be used efficiently, filesystems may add storage
in smaller increments, filesystems may be scalable, and
address translation may be performed quickly.
[0063] Additionally, the file server 9002 may seek to
distribute both the cumulative load of the filesystems and
the individual load of each filesystem across the stripe-
sets. When a filesystem requests a disk space expan-
sion, the file server 9002 considers a number of factors
to determine which stripeset to select for the next alloca-
tion of disk space. Exemplary factors for assessing a
stripeset include the number of chunks that would need
to be allocated on the stripeset to make the stripeset as
proportionally full as the fullest stripeset and the number
of chunks on the stripeset that are already being used
by the filesystem.
[0064] In some embodiments, exemplary factors im-
plement a priority of balancing the overall load over the
stripesets over balancing a filesystem’s load across the
stripesets, or vice versa. When most or all of the filesys-
tems on the span are expected to be busy, balancing the
overall load across the stripesets may be the more im-
portant priority. When a small proportion of the filesys-
tems are expected to be busy, at any given time or during
peak times, balancing the load of each filesystem across
the stripesets may become the priority. The relative im-

portance of these goals can be implemented in weights
applied to parameters to determine the stripeset from
which disk space shall be allocated next. The weights
may be a span weight and a filesystem weight. A larger
span weight prioritizes balancing the overall load of the
span across the stripesets, and the span weight is applied
to a measure of the imbalance of chunk allocations
across the stripesets (e.g., the number of chunks that
would need to be allocated on the stripeset to make the
stripeset as proportionally full as the fullest stripeset). A
larger filesystem weight prioritizes balancing the load(s)
of the active filesystem(s) across the stripesets, and the
filesystem weight is applied to a measure of the imbal-
ance of chunk allocations for a particular filesystem
across the stripeset.
[0065] In some embodiments, the file server 9002 has
a single chunk allocator 9014 that stores different values
for the span and filesystem weights. In various embodi-
ments, the file server 9002 has different chunk allocators
9014 may have different values for the span and filesys-
tem weights, and a file server 9002 may select a chunk
allocator 9014 to process a request for disk space ex-
pansion based on the client making the request, the file-
system being expanded, or any other variable. Based on
at least the factors discussed herein, a chunk allocator
9014 on the file server 9002 selects either the stripeset
that includes the last chunk allocated to the filesystem or
a new stripeset.
[0066] When the chunk allocator 9014 selects the
stripeset with the filesystem’s last allocated chunk, the
chunk allocator 9014, when possible, allocates the chunk
that immediately follows the last chunk. When the chunk
allocator 9014 selects a new stripeset, the chunk alloca-
tor 9014 allocates a chunk and also reserves a number
of subsequent, consecutive chunks of disk space for fu-
ture requests from the filesystem (e.g., the claimed run).
Thus, when the filesystem requests additional disk
space, the chunk allocator 9014 can allocate chunks from
the disk space already set aside for it. Further, when the
chunk allocator 9014 searches for disk space on a new
stripeset, the chunk allocator 9014 may bypass available
chunks that have already been reserved for other filesys-
tems.
[0067] With respect to the number of consecutive
chunks to reserve, the file server 9002 may determine a
run bias for the span. Although the file server 9002 will
allocate a number of chunks corresponding to the run
bias, in some circumstances, the file server 9002 may
allocate a different number, as described in more detail
below.
[0068] Details of specific exemplary embodiments are
now described. In these specific exemplary embodi-
ments, the file server 9002 receives information regard-
ing the relative importance of distributing a span’s overall
load across the stripesets compared with distributing the
individual filesystems’ loads across the stripesets. In
some embodiments, the file server 9002 stores default
values for the span weight and filesystem weight. In some
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embodiments, an administrator of the file server 9002
can input the span weight and the filesystem weight into
the file server 9002. In some embodiments, the admin-
istrator inputs an individual and/or distinct filesystem
weight for each filesystem in the span. In some embod-
iments, upon subscribing to the file server system or re-
questing a new filesystem, a client may input the span
and/or filesystem weights for storage by the file server
9002. The file server 9002 may store the weights in a
chunk allocator 9014. In some embodiments, the file
server 9002 stores the weights in a span configuration-
on-disk (e.g., Cod).
[0069] In various embodiments, values of the weights
can range between zero (0) and ten (10). The default
value of the span weight and/or the filesystem weight
may be 10. In some implementations, if the client does
not provide information regarding priorities for load dis-
tribution, the file server 9002 sets the span weight and
filesystem weight to the same value. This value may be
ten (10), five (5), or any other value desired by one of
ordinary skill in the art.
[0070] The file server 9002 determines a run bias for
the span. In some embodiments, the file server 9002 uses
a run bias input by a client for the client’s span and/or
filesystems. In some embodiments, the file server 9002
uses a default value stored in memory. A default run bias
may be 64 chunks, although other default values may be
used.
[0071] In some embodiments, the file server 9002 de-
termines a run bias based on the number of filesystems
and the number of stripesets on the span. For example,
when the span has few chunks and many stripesets, a
smaller run bias may improve load balancing across the
stripesets. The file server 9002 may reduce the run bias
according to the span’s parameters.
[0072] In some embodiments, the file server 9002 may
divide the number of stripesets by 2. The file server 9002
may divide the resulting value by the number of filesys-
tems. The file server 9002 may compare the resulting
value with a default run bias stored in memory and set
the run bias to the smaller value. In some embodiments,
the run bias for a span can be between 0 chunks and
250 chunks, although other ranges for potential values
of the run bias may be used.
[0073] In operation, a user at a client device 9006
sends to the file server 9002 a request to expand disk
space for a filesystem. In some embodiments, the re-
quest includes the amount of disk space to add to the
filesystem. The file server 9002 determines the number
of chunks corresponding to the amount of disk space by,
for example, dividing the amount of requested disk space
by the guideline size of the chunk.
[0074] When a request is received to expand a filesys-
tem, the chunk allocator 9014 selects one or more stripe-
sets for the allocation of chunks to the filesystem. As
described above, the chunk allocator 9014 may reserve
runs on the stripesets for the filesystems. For this reason,
when the chunk allocator 9014 determines a stripeset for

the next allocation to a filesystem, the chunk allocator
9014 may have a bias towards the stripeset that includes
the filesystem’s most recently allocated chunk (also re-
ferred to herein as the "current stripeset"). In some situ-
ations, the chunk allocator 9014 nevertheless selects a
new stripeset for the allocation. The chunk allocator 9014
may change to another stripeset to balance the overall
load of the span, to balance the filesystem load across
the stripesets, or for any other reason.
[0075] In some embodiments, the chunk allocator
9014 selects a stripeset based on at least the number of
chunks that would need to be allocated on a stripeset to
make the stripeset as proportionally full as the fullest
stripeset, the number of used chunks on a stripeset that
have been allocated to the filesystem being expanded,
the span weight, and the file system weight. If the chunk
allocator 9014 determines that remaining on the current
stripeset may be advantageous, when selecting the
stripeset, the chunk allocator 9014 may bias its selection
by adding a bias factor to the number of available chunks
on the current stripeset.
[0076] In some embodiments, the chunk allocator
9014 may use various criteria to determine whether to
bias the selection of the stripeset towards the current
stripeset. For example, the chunk allocator 9014 may
bias the selection only if the filesystem already has at
least one allocated chunk, thereby having a current
stripeset, and the chunk after the filesystem’s last allo-
cated chunk is available, so that the allocator is always
biased towards using the next chunk and avoiding the
need to start a new run. When a filesystem is first created,
because the filesystem does not yet have a load to dis-
tribute across the stripesets, the chunk allocator 9014
may be concerned primarily with distributing the overall
load of the span. In another example, the chunk allocator
9014 may bias the selection if the chunk that immediately
follows the filesystem’s last allocated chunk is available.
If this chunk is unavailable, then the filesystem has pre-
sumably expanded into the entire run of chunks reserved
for it. Since the next allocation requires a new entry in
the table, remaining on the current stripeset is not nec-
essarily advantageous. In some embodiments, the file
server 9002 may require one or more of these conditions
before biasing the selection.
[0077] The bias factor may be determined in any of a
number of ways. In some embodiments, the chunk allo-
cator 9014 determines the number of chunks to allocate
to the filesystem being expanded. For example, the
chunk allocator 9014 may divide the size of the allocation
requested by the filesystem by the guideline size of a
chunk. The chunk allocator 9014 may determine the
number of chunks that may be allocated on the current
stripeset. For example, the chunk allocator 9014 may
divide the number of chunks in the expansion by the
number of stripesets that still have disk space that can
be allocated.
[0078] The chunk allocator 9014 may compute a bias
factor that accounts for the desirability of placing large
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runs contiguously on disk and avoiding fragmenting runs
when the span has many filesystems. To account for the
former, the chunk allocator 9014 may determine the larg-
er of the run bias compared with the number of chunks
that may be allocated on the current stripeset (also re-
ferred to herein as the "contiguous factor"). To account
for the latter, the file server 9002 may divide the number
of filesystems by the number of stripesets. If this quotient
is larger than one, the bias factor may be this quotient
multiplied by the contiguous factor. Otherwise, the bias
factor may be equal to the contiguous factor.
[0079] To select the stripeset, the chunk allocator 9014
scores each stripeset and selects the stripeset with the
highest score. The score may include a span subscore
and a filesystem subscore. In some embodiments, the
score may be the sum of the span subscore and the file-
system subscore. For the span subscore, the chunk al-
locator 9014 may first determine the number of chunks
that would need to be allocated on the stripeset to make
the stripeset as proportionally full as the fullest stripeset.
In some embodiments, the span subscore may be the
product of the span weight and the number of chunks
that would need to be allocated on the stripeset to make
the stripeset as proportionally full as the fullest stripeset.
Thus, part of the stripeset’s score may account for the
stripeset’s availability, with respect to other stripesets, to
assume the span’s load.
[0080] For the filesystem subscore, the chunk allocator
9014 may determine the number of chunks on the stripe-
set already allocated to the filesystem. The filesystem
subscore may be the product of the filesystem weight
and this number of chunks. Thus, part of the stripeset’s
score may account for the number of chunks that would
need to be allocated to the stripeset to make it as full as
the fullest stripeset.
[0081] In some embodiments, when the file server
9002 is not biasing the selection towards the current
stripeset, the chunk allocator 9014 may account for the
chunks that already have been reserved for other filesys-
tems when the chunk allocator 9014 determines the
number of available chunks on a stripeset. For example,
if any of the other filesystems has a live run on the stripe-
set, the chunk allocator 9014 may determine the number
of chunks that would need to be appended to the live run
for the run length to equal the run bias. The chunk allo-
cator 9014 may subtract this number from the total
number of available chunks on the stripeset. The final
number may be multiplied by the span weight to deter-
mine the stripeset’s span subscore. The chunk allocator
9014 then determines the stripeset’s filesystem score
and total score. The chunk allocator 9014 selects the
stripeset with the highest score.
[0082] In some embodiments, when the file server
9002 is biasing the selection towards the current stripe-
set, the number of available chunks on a stripeset may
be the total number of unallocated chunks. Further, the
chunk allocator 9014 may add the bias factor to the
number of available chunks on the current stripeset. If

the current stripeset has the highest score or ties for the
highest score, the chunk allocator 9014 selects the cur-
rent stripeset. Otherwise, the chunk allocator 9014 recal-
culates the scores as if the chunk allocator 9014 were
not biasing the selection and selects the stripeset with
the highest score.
[0083] In some embodiments, when the chunk alloca-
tor 9014 selects the first chunk for a new filesystem, the
chunk allocator 9014 selects a stripeset that is hosted on
more than one SD. In many embodiments, the first chunk
of a filesystem includes information regarding the struc-
ture of the filesystem (e.g., metadata). By selecting a
stripeset hosted on more than one SD, the chunk alloca-
tor 9014 redundantly stores such critical information to
ensure at least one copy is accessible if another copy
fails. In some embodiments, the chunk allocator 9014
excludes all stripesets on a single SD when selecting a
stripeset. In some embodiments, if none of the multi-SD
stripesets have any free chunks, the chunk allocator 9014
returns to considering single-SD stripesets.
[0084] The chunk allocator 9014 selects one or more
chunks on the selected stripeset to allocate to the file-
system. If the chunk allocator 9014 selects the current
stripeset, the chunk allocator 9014 may determine if the
chunk that immediately follows the last allocated chunk
of the filesystem is available. If so, the chunk allocator
9014 allocates that chunk to the filesystem.
[0085] When the chunk allocator 9014 selects a new
stripeset, the chunk allocator 9014 may search for a run
of unreserved chunks and allocate the first chunk therein
to the filesystem. The chunk allocator 9014 may search
for a run of unreserved chunks whose length is at least
the run bias. If the chunk allocator 9014 finds such a run,
the file server 9002 may allocate the first chunk in the
run to the filesystem. The chunk allocator 9014 may
search for the longest run of unreserved chunks on the
stripeset and allocate the first chunk in this run to the
filesystem.
[0086] In some situations, the chunk allocator 9014
may be unable to find a run of unreserved chunks with a
desired length, such as the run bias. In these situations,
the chunk allocator 9014 may search for claimed runs
(e.g., unallocated runs that are reserved for other filesys-
tems). In some embodiments, the chunk allocator 9014
may search for a claimed run whose length is equal to
the run bias. The chunk allocator 9014 may allocate the
first chunk in the second half of the claimed run to the
filesystem. In some embodiments, if the filesystem has
requested an expansion of disk space that requires more
than half the chunks in the claimed run, the chunk allo-
cator 9014 identifies the chunk within the first half of the
claimed run such that allocation of the requested chunks
would fill the latter portion of the claimed run. In this man-
ner, the file server 9002 may retain some scalability for
the filesystems even as available disk space becomes
scarce. If the chunk allocator 9014 cannot find a claimed
run with a length equal to the run bias, the chunk allocator
9014 may search for the longest claimed run on the
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stripeset and allocate its first chunk to the filesystem.
[0087] In some embodiments, if the chunk allocator
9014 cannot find a chunk to allocate, the allocation may
fail. The file server 9002 may return an error message to
the client 9006.
[0088] In some embodiments, instead of searching for
runs with lengths equal to the run bias, the chunk allocator
9014 may search for runs equal to the number of chunks
for the filesystem expected to be allocated on the stripe-
set. As described above, this number may be the total
number of chunks to be allocated to the filesystem divided
by the number of non-full stripesets. In some embodi-
ments, the chunk allocator 9014 searches according to
this length when the length exceeds the run bias for the
span.
[0089] In some situations, the request for disk space
expansion for a filesystem includes an indication of the
stripeset from which the disk space should be allocated.
If the stripeset is not the filesystem’s current stripeset,
the chunk allocator 9014 may search for a chunk accord-
ing to any of the methods described herein.
[0090] If the stripeset is the filesystem’s current stripe-
set, the chunk allocator 9014 may allocate the chunk im-
mediately after the live run. If the expansion requires
more than one chunk, the chunk allocator 9014 may con-
tinue allocating chunks until the length of the run equals
the run bias. In some embodiments, if the chunk after the
live run is available, the chunk allocator 9014 may expand
the run beyond the run bias. In some embodiments, for
the remaining chunks in the expansion, the chunk allo-
cator 9014 may search for disk space according to any
of the other methods described herein.
[0091] In some situations, the request from the user
includes a request for a large expansion of disk space.
To distribute the new load across the span, the chunk
allocator 9014 may allocate chunks from each stripeset
with available chunks to the filesystem. In some embod-
iments, the chunk allocator 9014 may divide the number
of chunks in the request by the number of non-full stripe-
sets. The chunk allocator 9014 may search each stripe-
set for an unclaimed run whose length is equal to the
quotient, and each run may occupy a single entry in the
filesystem’s table. In some situations, the chunk allocator
9014 may allocate on each stripeset a run whose length
is longer than the run bias. In some embodiments, if the
quotient is smaller than the run bias, the chunk allocator
9014 may select a stripeset according to any of the meth-
ods described herein and allocate a run of chunks equal
to the run bias. The chunk allocator 9014 may continue
selecting stripesets and allocating chunks of the run bias
until all the disk space in the request has been allocated
to the filesystem.
[0092] Referring now to FIG. 11, an exemplary flow
diagram of a method of selecting a stripeset and chunk
on the stripeset to allocate to a filesystem is shown and
described. The method includes determining a run bias
for a span, wherein the run bias indicates a number of
contiguous chunks of disk space associated with an entry

in an address translation table for a filesystem (step
5005). When the chunk allocator has allocated to a file
system a number of contiguous chunks of disk space on
a stripeset equal to the run bias, the chunk allocator can
determine a new stripeset to provide the disk space ex-
pansion. In some embodiments, the file server can re-
trieve a default run bias stored in memory. In some em-
bodiments, the file server determines a potential run bias
based on the number of stripesets and the number of
filesystems. For example, the file system can divide the
number of stripesets by 2 and divide the resulting value
by the number of filesystems. If the result is smaller than
the default run bias, the result can become the run bias.
[0093] The method includes receiving a request for an
expansion of disk space for the filesystem (step 5010).
In some embodiments, the file server retrieves a span
weight and a filesystem weight based on the filesystem
requesting the expansion of disk space. In some embod-
iments, the single chunk allocator of the file server re-
trieves a span weight and a filesystem weight. In other
embodiments, the file server selects a chunk allocator
from a plurality of chunk allocators based on the filesys-
tem. In these embodiments, each chunk allocator can
store a unique pair of span and filesystem weights.
[0094] The method includes scoring each stripeset in
a group of stripesets based at least in part on a number
of unused chunks on the stripeset and a number of
chunks on the stripeset being used by the filesystem (step
5015). For each stripeset, the chunk allocator can multi-
ply the span weight by the number of chunks that would
need to be allocated on the stripeset to make the stripeset
as proportionally full as the fullest stripeset. For each
stripeset, the chunk allocator can also multiply the file-
system weight by the number of chunks on the stripeset
being used by the filesystem. The chunk allocator can
set the score for the stripeset equal to the sum of these
two products. In some embodiments, the chunk allocator
can include a bias factor when determining the score for
the current stripeset. In some embodiments, the number
of unused chunks on the stripeset can account for the
unallocated chunks of disk space that are reserved for
other filesystems.
[0095] The method includes allocating a chunk on the
stripeset with the highest score, wherein the allocated
chunk lies outside of runs reserved for other filesystems
(step 5020). If the current stripeset of the filesystem has
the highest score, the chunk allocator can allocate a
chunk subsequent to the last allocated chunk of the file-
system. In some embodiments, the chunk allocator may
search for a run of unreserved chunks and allocate the
first chunk therein to the filesystem. The chunk allocator
may search for a run of unreserved chunks whose length
is at least the run bias and allocate the first chunk in the
run to the filesystem. The chunk allocator may search for
the longest run of unreserved chunks on the stripeset
and allocate the first chunk in this run to the filesystem.
[0096] In some embodiments, the chunk allocator can
search for claimed runs whose length is equal to the run
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bias. The chunk allocator may allocate the first chunk in
the second half of the claimed run to the filesystem, or
any other chunk in the claimed run as described by other
methods described herein. In some embodiments, the
chunk allocator can search for the longest claimed run
on the stripeset and allocated its first chunk to the file-
system.
[0097] Referring now to FIG. 12, an exemplary flow
diagram of a method of selecting a stripeset from which
a chunk will be allocated when the current stripeset in-
cludes an expandable live run for the filesystem is shown
and described. The method includes determining that a
chunk after a last allocated chunk of the filesystem on a
stripeset is available (step 6005). The chunk allocator
can locate the last allocated chunk of the filesystem and
determine if the subsequent chunk is available. In some
embodiments, the chunk allocator can determine that the
length of the live run of the filesystem does not equal the
run bias.
[0098] The method includes determining a bias factor
for the stripeset with the last allocated chunk of the file-
system (step 6010). In some embodiments, the chunk
allocator first determines the number of chunks to allo-
cate to the filesystem being expanded by, for example,
dividing the size of the allocation requested by the file-
system by the guideline size of a chunk. The chunk allo-
cator can determine the number of chunks that may be
allocated on the current stripeset by, for example, divid-
ing the number of chunks in the expansion by the number
of stripesets that still have disk space that can be allo-
cated.
[0099] The bias factor can account for the desirability
of placing large runs contiguously in disk space and
avoiding fragmenting runs when the span has many file-
systems. To account for the former, the chunk allocator
can determine the larger of the run bias compared with
the number of chunks that may be allocated on the cur-
rent stripeset (also referred to herein as the contiguous
factor). To account for the latter, the file server can divide
the number of filesystems by the number of stripesets. If
this quotient is larger than one, the bias factor can be this
quotient multiplied by the contiguous factor. Otherwise,
the bias factor can be equal to the contiguous factor.
[0100] The method can include scoring the stripeset
with the last allocated chunk of the filesystem based at
least in part on the bias factor, a number of chunks that
would need to be allocated on the stripeset to make the
stripeset as proportionally full as the fullest stripeset,
and/or a number of chunks on the stripeset being used
by the filesystem (step 6015). The chunk allocator can
add the bias factor to the number of available chunks on
the stripeset. The chunk allocator can multiply this
number by the span weight and the number of chunks
on the stripeset being used by the filesystem by the file-
system weight. The sum of these two products can be
the current stripeset’s score.
[0101] The method can include scoring each of the oth-
er stripesets based at least in part on a number of chunks

that would need to be allocated on the stripeset to make
the stripeset as proportionally full as the fullest stripeset,
and/or a number of chunks on the stripeset being used
by the filesystem (step 6020). For each stripeset, the
chunk allocator can multiply the span weight by the
number of chunks that would need to be allocated on the
stripeset to make the stripeset as proportionally full as
the fullest stripeset, and the filesystem weight by the
number of chunks on the stripeset being used by the
filesystem. The sum of these two products can be the
stripeset’s score.
[0102] The method can include selecting the stripeset
with the highest score (step 6025). If the current stripeset
has the highest score or ties for the highest score, the
file server selects the current stripeset. Otherwise, the
file server can recalculates the scores as if the file server
were not biasing the selection towards the current stripe-
set, as described herein, and selects the stripeset with
the highest score.
[0103] Referring now to FIG. 13, an exemplary flow
diagram of a method of selecting a stripeset when the
current stripeset does not include an expandable live run
for the filesystem is shown and described. The method
includes determining that a chunk after a last allocated
chunk of the filesystem on a stripeset is being used by
another filesystem, is located on a different stripeset, or
does not exist (step 7005). The chunk allocator can locate
the last allocated chunk of the filesystem and determine
if the subsequent chunk is available. In some embodi-
ments, the chunk allocator can determine that this chunk
has already been allocated to another filesystem. In
some embodiments, the chunk allocator can determine
that the last allocated chunk of the filesystem is the last
chunk on the stripeset, such that the next chunk does
not exist. In some embodiments, the chunk allocator can
determine that the next chunk is on a different stripeset.
[0104] The method includes scoring each stripeset in
a group of stripesets based at least in part on a difference
between the number of chunks that would need to be
allocated on the stripeset to make the stripeset as pro-
portionally full as the fullest stripeset and a number of
chunks reserved for other filesystems, and a number of
chunks on the stripeset being used by the filesystem (step
7010). For each stripeset, the file server can determine
the number of unused chunks and a number of chunks
reserved for filesystems. The file server can subtract the
number of reserved chunks from the number of unused
chunks, and multiply this difference by the span weight.
The file server can multiply the number of chunks on the
stripeset being used by the filesystem by the filesystem
weight. The sum of the products will be the score of the
stripeset.
[0105] The method includes selecting the stripeset
with the highest score (step 7015). The file server com-
pares the scores of the stripesets and selects the one
with the highest score.
[0106] Referring now to FIG. 14, an exemplary table
9025’ that stores the starting and ending addresses in a
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filesystem space of runs allocated to a filesystem is
shown and described. The table 9025’ is on a DI chip,
such as DI chip 9020. The exemplary table 9025’ is a
volume mapping table. In an exemplary embodiment, the
volume mapping table for a filesystem has an associated
stripeset mapping table (not shown, for convenience) that
is also stored on the DI chip. An entry in the volume map-
ping table stores addresses in the filesystem space for
a run. The corresponding entry in the stripeset mapping
table stores locations on the SDs to which the addresses
in the filesystem space map.
[0107] In one exemplary use of the table 9052’ the span
has a default run bias of 64 chunks and the file server
9002 has selected the default run bias for its run bias.
The table 9025’ has three entries and each entry stores
the location in the filesystem space of a run of chunks
allocated to the filesystem. For the first run, the chunk
allocator 9014 selected a stripeset and searched for an
unclaimed run of 16 chunks. The chunk allocator 9014
selected and stored a beginning address BA1 for the first
chunk in the unclaimed run, in the first entry in the table.
The chunk allocator 9014 also stored the last address
EA1 of this chunk in the table entry, signifying the end of
the live run. As the filesystem requested additional ex-
pansions of disk space, the chunk allocator 9014 allocat-
ed successive chunks after EA1 and updated the stored
ending address EA1 of the run until the filespace between
BA1 and EA1 corresponded to 16 contiguous chunks of
disk space that had been allocated to the filesystem.
[0108] The next time the filesystem requested an ex-
pansion of disk space, the chunk allocator 9014 selected
a stripeset and searched for another unclaimed run of 16
chunks. The chunk allocator 9014 selected and stored a
beginning address BA2 and ending address EA2 for the
first chunk in this next unclaimed run, in the second entry
in the table. Again, the chunk allocator 9014 allocated
successive chunks after EA2 and updated the stored
ending address EA2 of the run until the filespace between
BA2 and EA2 corresponded to 16 contiguous chunks of
disk space that had been allocated to the filesystem.
[0109] For the next expansion of disk space, the chunk
allocator 9014 again selected a stripeset and searched
for an unclaimed run of 16 chunks. The chunk allocator
9014 selected and stored a beginning address BA3 and
ending address EA3 for the first chunk in this next un-
claimed run, in the third entry in the table. Again, the
chunk allocator 9014 allocated successive chunks after
EA3 and updated the stored ending address EA3 of the
run until the filespace between BA3 and EA3 correspond-
ed to 16 contiguous chunks of disk space that had been
allocated to the filesystem. In another exemplary use of
the table 9052’, the span has three stripesets and a de-
fault run bias of 16 chunks. The filesystem has requested
a large allocation of disk space that is equal to 300
chunks. To balance the load across the span, the chunk
allocator 9014 attempts to allocate 100 chunks to each
of the three stripesets. In this embodiment, the chunk
allocator 9014 searches each stripeset for an unclaimed

run of 100 chunks. The chunk allocator 9014 finds an
unclaimed run of 100 chunks on the first stripeset be-
tween addresses BA1 and EA1. The chunk allocator
9014 allocates these 100 chunks to the filesystem and
stores the addresses BA1 and EA1 in the first entry of
the table 9025’.
[0110] The chunk allocator 9014 finds an unclaimed
run of 100 chunks on the second stripeset between ad-
dresses BA2 and EA2. The chunk allocator 9014 allo-
cates these 100 chunks to the filesystem and stores the
addresses BA2 and EA2 in the second entry of the table
9025’. The chunk allocator 9014 finds an unclaimed run
of 100 chunks on the third stripeset between addresses
BA3 and EA3. The chunk allocator 9014 allocates these
100 chunks to the filesystem and stores the addresses
BA3 and EA3 in the third entry of the table 9025". In this
manner, despite the run bias of 16 chunks, the chunk
allocator 9014 is capable of allocating longer runs to dis-
tribute a large allocation of disk space across the span
while using as few additional table entries as possible.
[0111] Referring now to FIG. 15, an exemplary flow
diagram for a method of reducing a run bias to improve
load balancing across a span is shown and described.
The method includes obtaining a default run bias (step
1505). In some embodiment, the file server 9002 re-
trieves from memory a default run bias input by a user
of the data storage system. In other embodiments, the
file server 9002 retrieves from memory a default run bias
set by an administrator of the span. The method includes
dividing the number of stripesets by 2 and dividing the
resulting value by the number of filesystems (step 1510).
The method includes comparing the resulting quotient
with the default run bias (step 1515). The method in-
cludes setting the run bias equal to the smaller value
(step 1520).
[0112] Referring now to FIG. 16, an exemplary flow
diagram for a method of searching for unreserved chunks
on a stripeset to allocate to a filesystem is shown and
described. The method includes maintaining a chunk da-
tabase to track the chunks associated with a plurality of
filesystems, the chunk database including a fixed number
of entries, each entry capable of storing information re-
garding the starting address and length of a portion of
storage allocated one of the filesystems (step 1605). The
method includes receiving a request to expand a filesys-
tem in the plurality of filesystems (step 1610). The method
includes selecting a stripeset from which to allocate stor-
age (step 1615). The method includes retrieving an entry
from the chunk database with a starting address on the
stripeset, wherein the entry corresponds to a live run of
a different filesystem in the plurality of filesystems (step
1620). The method includes identifying at least one
chunk on the stripeset that is positioned after N chunks
that follow and are contiguous with a last chunk in the
live run, wherein N is equal to a run bias minus an active
run length of the live run (step 1625). The method in-
cludes allocating the at least one chunk to the filesystem
if the at least one chunk is available (step 1630).
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[0113] Referring now to FIG. 17, an exemplary flow
diagram for a method of expanding storage for a filesys-
tem by a file server, the filesystem including a plurality
of chunks selected from a plurality of stripesets, the file
server mapping a virtual address space of the filesystem
to physical storage addresses associated with the
chunks by the file server, is shown and described.
[0114] The method includes maintaining a chunk da-
tabase to track the chunks associated with a plurality of
filesystems, the chunk database including a fixed number
of entries, each entry capable of storing information re-
garding the starting address and length of a portion of
storage allocated one of the filesystems (step 1705). The
method includes receiving a request to expand a filesys-
tem in the plurality of filesystems (step 1710). The method
includes determining that a number of chunks for the re-
quest exceeds the product of a number of chunks in a
run bias and a number of stripesets on a span (step 1715).
The method includes determining a number of chunks to
allocate from each stripeset by dividing the number of
chunks for the request by the number of stripesets (step
1720). The method includes searching, on each stripe-
set, for a run of available chunks equal to the number of
chunks to allocate from each stripeset (step 1725). The
method includes allocating, from each stripeset, the run
of available chunks (step 1730). The method includes
creating, for each run of available chunks, an entry in the
chunk database associated with the run of available
chunks, wherein the entry includes a length of the run
(step 1735).
[0115] In the exemplary embodiments described
above, a run bias may be used to limit the run lengths of
chunks allocated to the filesystems. Thus, while the ex-
emplary embodiments described above generally allow
a larger number of chunks to be allocated to a filesystem
based on the fixed length chunk database, the run bias
still may effectively limit how much the filesystem can be
expanded, e.g., rather than the filesystem being limited
to X chunks, where X is the number of entries in the chunk
database, the filesystem may be effectively limited to (run
bias * X) chunks in certain embodiments. Thus, in various
alternative embodiments, the run bias limitation (and the
way the run bias is applied and the way chunks are re-
served) may be modified to allow for longer run lengths
when the filesystem is at or near its last chunk database
entry. As but one example, when the filesystem is at its
last chunk database entry, the run bias may be increased
or eliminated completely for the filesystem in order to
allow the filesystem to continue to expand, and in con-
junction with such increase or elimination of the run bias,
a larger number of contiguous chunks may be reserved,
e.g., a predetermined maximum number of chunks or a
predetermined percentage increase of the filesystem
(e.g., the number of chunks that would be needed to ex-
pand the filesystem by the predetermined percentage).
[0116] It should be noted that the term "server" is used
herein to describe a device that may be used in a com-
munication system and should not be construed to limit

the present invention to any particular type of device.
Thus, embodiments of the present invention may be im-
plemented in a client, server, computer, switch, or other
type of communication device.
[0117] The present invention may be embodied in
many different forms, including, but in no way limited to,
computer program logic for use with a processor (e.g., a
microprocessor, microcontroller, digital signal processor,
or general purpose computer), programmable logic for
use with a programmable logic device (e.g., a Field Pro-
grammable Gate Array (FPGA) or other PLD), discrete
components, integrated circuitry (e.g., an Application
Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC)), or any other means
including any combination thereof.
[0118] Computer program logic implementing all or
part of the functionality previously described herein may
be embodied in various forms, including, but in no way
limited to, a source code form, a computer executable
form, and various intermediate forms (e.g., forms gener-
ated by an assembler, compiler, linker, or locator).
Source code may include a series of computer program
instructions implemented in an appropriate programming
language (e.g., an object code, an assembly language,
or a high-level language such as Fortran, C, C++, JAVA,
or HTML) for use with various operating systems or op-
erating environments. The source code may define and
use various data structures and communication messag-
es. The source code may be in a computer executable
form (e.g., via an interpreter), or the source code may be
converted (e.g., via a translator, assembler, or compiler)
into a computer executable form.
[0119] The computer program may be fixed in any form
(e.g., source code form, computer executable form, or
an intermediate form) either permanently or transitorily
in a tangible storage medium, such as a semiconductor
memory device (e.g., a RAM, ROM, PROM, EEPROM,
or Flash-Programmable RAM), a magnetic memory de-
vice (e.g., a diskette or fixed disk), an optical memory
device (e.g., a CD-ROM), a PC card (e.g., PCMCIA card),
or other memory device. The computer program may be
fixed in any form in a signal that is transmittable to a
computer using any of various communication technol-
ogies, including, but in no way limited to, analog technol-
ogies, digital technologies, optical technologies, wireless
technologies (e.g., Bluetooth), networking technologies,
and internetworking technologies. The computer pro-
gram may be distributed in any form as a removable stor-
age medium with accompanying printed or electronic
documentation (e.g., shrink wrapped software), preload-
ed with a computer system (e.g., on system ROM or fixed
disk), or distributed from a server or electronic bulletin
board over the communication system (e.g., the Internet
or World Wide Web).
[0120] Hardware logic (including programmable logic
for use with a programmable logic device) implementing
all or part of the functionality previously described herein
may be designed using traditional manual methods, or
may be designed, captured, simulated, or documented
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electronically using various tools, such as Computer Aid-
ed Design (CAD), a hardware description language (e.g.,
VHDL or AHDL), or a PLD programming language (e.g.,
PALASM, ABEL, or CUPL).
[0121] Programmable logic may be fixed either perma-
nently or transitorily in a tangible storage medium, such
as a semiconductor memory device (e.g., a RAM, ROM,
PROM, EEPROM, or Flash-Programmable RAM), a
magnetic memory device (e.g., a diskette or fixed disk),
an optical memory device (e.g., a CD-ROM), or other
memory device. The programmable logic may be fixed
in a signal that is transmittable to a computer using any
of various communication technologies, including, but in
no way limited to, analog technologies, digital technolo-
gies, optical technologies, wireless technologies (e.g.,
Bluetooth), networking technologies, and internetwork-
ing technologies. The programmable logic may be dis-
tributed as a removable storage medium with accompa-
nying printed or electronic documentation (e.g., shrink
wrapped software), preloaded with a computer system
(e.g., on system ROM or fixed disk), or distributed from
a server or electronic bulletin board over the communi-
cation system (e.g., the Internet or World Wide Web).
[0122] The present invention may be embodied in oth-
er specific forms without departing from the true scope
of the invention. The described embodiments are to be
considered in all respects only as illustrative and not re-
strictive.

Claims

1. A computer program product comprising computer-
readable program instructions which, when running
on or loaded into a file server (9002) or computer
connected to the server or when being executed by
one or more processors or processing units of the
file server (9002) or the computer, cause the file serv-
er (9002) to execute a method of expanding storage
for a file system managed by the file server (9002),
wherein the file server (9002) is configured to man-
age storage based on a plurality of stripesets, each
stripeset corresponding to a contiguous storage
space including a plurality of chunks, and the file
system resides on a virtualized storage region of al-
located chunks among the plurality of chunks of the
plurality of stripesets,
the method comprising:

- maintaining a chunk database indicative of the
allocated chunks of the file system, the chunk
database including a fixed number of entries and
each entry being adapted to store information
indicative of a starting address and a length of
a run of one or more contiguous allocated
chunks;
- identifying, upon receiving a request to expand
the storage for the files system, a last allocated

chunk based on the entries of the maintained
chunk database;
- allocating one or more further chunks being
selected from the same stripeset as the identi-
fied last allocated chunk and being contiguous
with the identified last allocated chunk; and
- updating an entry in the chunk database asso-
ciated with the identified last allocated chunk to
reflect the increase in the length of the run of
contiguous allocated chunks including the iden-
tified last chunk and the one or more further
chunks.

2. The computer program product according to claim
1, the method further comprising:

- reserving the one or more further chunks prior
to allocating the one or more further chunks so
that the one or more further chunks remain avail-
able for allocation to the file system.

3. The computer program product according to claim 1
or 2, the method further comprising:

- reserving, after allocating the one or more fur-
ther chunks, one or more chunks of the same
stripeset as the identified last allocated chunk
and being contiguous with the one or more fur-
ther chunks, which have been allocated, to re-
main available for allocation to the file system.

4. The computer program product according to claim 2
or 3, wherein
up to N chunks are reserved, N being equal to a
predetermined run bias, which indicates a preferred
length of a run of one or more contiguous allocated
chunks, minus an active run length, which indicates
a number of contiguous chunks including the last
allocated chunk.

5. The computer program product according to at least
one of the preceding claims, the method further com-
prising:

- determining an active run length for the file sys-
tem, the active run length indicating a number
of contiguous chunks including the last allocated
chunk; and
- determining that there is at least one further
chunk available for allocation to the file system
if the determined active run length is less than
a run bias, which indicates a preferred length of
a run of one or more contiguous allocated
chunks, and there is at least one further chunk
from the same stripeset as the last allocated
chunk and contiguous with the last allocated
chunk.
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6. The computer program product according to claim
5, wherein allocating one or more further chunks
comprises:

allocating up to N further chunks from the same
stripeset as the identified last allocated chunk
and contiguous with the identified last allocated
chunk,
wherein N is equal to the run bias minus the
active run length.

7. The computer program product according to claim 5
or 6, the method further comprising:
determining the run bias based on a number of stripe-
sets and a number of file systems.

8. The computer program product according to at least
one of the preceding claims, the method further com-
prising:
- determining, prior to allocating the one or more fur-
ther chunks, if the one or more further chunks being
selected from the same stripeset as the identified
last allocated chunk and being contiguous with the
identified last chunk are available for allocation to
the file system.

9. The computer program product according to claim
8, the method further comprising:

- selecting, if one or more further chunks from
the same stripeset as the identified last allocated
chunk and being contiguous with the identified
last allocated chunk are determined to be una-
vailable, another stripeset being different than
the stripeset of the identified last allocated
chunk; and
- allocating one or more further chunks from the
other stripeset.

10. The computer program product according to claim
9, wherein,
if the other stripeset includes a run of one of more
contiguous chunks which are reserved for allocation
to another file system, the method further comprises
searching the other stripeset for another run of one
or more unreserved chunks whose length corre-
sponds at least to a run bias which indicates a pre-
ferred length of a run of one or more contiguous al-
located chunks, and selecting a first chunk in the
searched run for allocation to the file system.

11. The computer program product according to claim 9
or 10, wherein,
if the other stripeset includes a run of one of more
contiguous chunks which are reserved for allocation
to another file system, the method further comprises
searching the other stripeset for a longest run of one
or more unreserved chunks on the other stripeset,

and selecting a first chunk in the searched longest
run for allocation to the file system.

12. The computer program product according to at least
one of the preceding claims, wherein
the file server (9002) is configured to map a virtual
address space of the file system to physical storage
addresses associated with the plurality of chunks.

13. A method of expanding storage for a file system man-
aged by a file server (9002), the file server (9002)
being configured to manage storage based on a plu-
rality of stripesets, each stripeset corresponding to
a contiguous storage space including a plurality of
chunks, and the file system residing on a virtualized
storage region of allocated chunks among the plu-
rality of chunks of the plurality of stripesets,
the method comprising:

- maintaining a chunk database indicative of the
allocated chunks of the file system, the chunk
database including a fixed number of entries and
each entry being adapted to store information
indicative of a starting address and a length of
a run of one or more contiguous allocated
chunks;
- identifying, upon receiving a request to expand
the storage for the files system, a last allocated
chunk based on the entries of the maintained
chunk database;
- allocating one or more further chunks being
selected from the same stripeset as the identi-
fied last allocated chunk and being contiguous
with the identified last allocated chunk; and
- updating an entry in the chunk database asso-
ciated with the identified last allocated chunk to
reflect the increase in the length of the run of
contiguous allocated chunks including the iden-
tified last chunk and the one or more further
chunks.

14. A file server (9002) managing a file system,
the file server (9002) being configured to expand
storage for the managed file system, and to manage
storage based on a plurality of stripesets, each
stripeset corresponding to a contiguous storage
space including a plurality of chunks, and the file
system resides on a virtualized storage region of al-
located chunks among the plurality of chunks of the
plurality of stripesets,
the file server (9002) being configured to execute:

- maintaining a chunk database indicative of the
allocated chunks of the file system, the chunk
database including a fixed number of entries and
each entry being adapted to store information
indicative of a starting address and a length of
a run of one or more contiguous allocated
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chunks;
- identifying, upon receiving a request to expand
the storage for the files system, a last allocated
chunk based on the entries of the maintained
chunk database;
- allocating one or more further chunks being
selected from the same stripeset as the identi-
fied last allocated chunk and being contiguous
with the identified last allocated chunk; and
- updating an entry in the chunk database asso-
ciated with the identified last allocated chunk to
reflect the increase in the length of the run of
contiguous allocated chunks including the iden-
tified last chunk and the one or more further
chunks.

15. A file storage system, comprising:

- a file server (9002) according to claim 14, and
- one or more RAID systems (9008) providing
storage for one or more file systems managed
by the file server (9002).

Patentansprüche

1. Computerprogrammprodukt, das computerlesbare
Programmanweisungen enthält, die dann, wenn sie
auf einem Datei-Server (9002) oder einem Compu-
ter, der mit dem Server verbunden ist, laufen oder
auf ihn geladen werden oder wenn sie durch einen
oder mehrere Prozessoren oder Verarbeitungsein-
heiten des Datei-Servers (9002) oder des Compu-
ters ausgeführt werden, bewirken, dass der Datei-
Server (9002) ein Verfahren zum Erweitern eines
Speichers für ein Dateisystem, das durch den Datei-
Server (9002) gemanagt wird, ausführt,
wobei der Datei-Server (9002) konfiguriert ist, einen
Speicher anhand mehrerer "Stripesets" zu mana-
gen, wobei jede "Stripeset" einem zusammenhän-
genden Speicherraum entspricht, der mehrere Blö-
cke enthält und sich das Dateisystem auf einem vir-
tualisierten Speicherbereich zugeteilter Blöcke unter
den mehreren Blöcken der mehreren "Stripesets"
befindet,
wobei das Verfahren umfasst:

- Führen einer Blockdatenbank, die die zugeteil-
ten Blöcke des Dateisystems angibt, wobei die
Blockdatenbank eine festgelegte Anzahl von
Einträgen enthält und jeder Eingang ausgelegt
ist, Informationen zu speichern, die eine Start-
adresse und eine Länge einer Serie eines oder
mehrerer zusammenhängender zugeteilter Blö-
cke angeben;
- Identifizieren beim Empfangen einer Anforde-
rung, den Speicher für das Dateisystem zu er-
weitern, eines letzten zugeteilten Blocks anhand

der Einträge der geführten Blockdatenbank,
- Zuteilen eines oder mehrerer weiterer Blöcke,
die aus derselben "Stripeset" wie der identifizier-
te letzte zugeteilte Block ausgewählt sind und
mit dem identifizierten letzten zugeteilten Block
zusammenhängen; und
- Aktualisieren eines Eintrags in der Blockdaten-
bank, der dem identifizierten letzten zugeteilten
Block zugeordnet ist, um die Zunahme der Län-
ge der Serie zusammenhängender zugeteilter
Blöcke, die den identifizierten letzten Block und
den einen oder die mehreren weiteren Blöcke
enthält, zu reflektieren.

2. Computerprogrammprodukt nach Anspruch 1, wo-
bei das Verfahren ferner umfasst:

- Reservieren des einen oder der mehreren wei-
teren Blöcke vor dem Zuteilen des einen oder
der mehreren weiteren Blöcke, so dass der eine
oder die mehreren weiteren Blöcke für eine Zu-
teilung zu dem Dateisystem verfügbar bleiben.

3. Computerprogrammprodukt nach Anspruch 1 oder
2, wobei das Verfahren ferner umfasst:

- Reservieren nach dem Zuteilen des einen oder
der mehreren weiteren Blöcke eines oder meh-
rerer Blöcke derselben "Stripeset" wie der iden-
tifizierte letzte zugeteilte Block und die mit dem
einen oder den mehreren weiteren Blöcken, die
zugeteilt wurden, zusammenhängen, um für ei-
ne Zuteilung zu dem Dateisystem verfügbar zu
bleiben.

4. Computerprogrammprodukt nach Anspruch 2 oder
3, wobei
bis zu N Blöcke reserviert werden, wobei N gleich
einer vorbestimmten Serienvoreinstellung ist, die ei-
ne bevorzugte Länge einer Serie eines oder mehre-
rer zusammenhängender zugeteilter Blöcke minus
einer aktiven Serienlänge, die eine Anzahl von zu-
sammenhängenden Blöcke angibt, die den letzten
zugeteilten Block enthalten, angibt.

5. Computerprogrammprodukt nach mindestens ei-
nem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei das
Verfahren ferner umfasst:

- Bestimmen einer aktiven Serienlänge für das
Dateisystem, wobei die aktive Serienlänge eine
Anzahl von zusammenhängenden Blöcken an-
gibt, die den letzten zugeteilten Block enthalten;
und
- Bestimmen, dass es mindestens einen weite-
ren Block gibt, der für eine Zuteilung zu dem
Dateisystem verfügbar ist, wenn die bestimmte
aktive Serienlänge kleiner als eine Serienvor-
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einstellung ist, die eine bevorzugte Länge einer
Serie eines oder mehrerer zusammenhängen-
der zugeteilter Blöcke angibt, und es mindes-
tens einen weiteren Block von derselben
"Stripeset" wie den letzten zugeteilten Block gibt
und der mit dem letzten zugeteilten Block zu-
sammenhängt.

6. Computerprogrammprodukt nach Anspruch 5, wo-
bei das Zuteilen eines oder mehrerer weiterer Blöcke
umfasst:

Zuteilen bis zu N weiterer Blöcke von derselben
"Stripeset" wie der identifizierte letzte zugeteil-
ten Block und die mit dem identifizierten letzten
zugeteilten Block zusammenhängen,
wobei N gleich der Serienvoreinstellung minus
der aktiven Serienlänge ist.

7. Computerprogrammprodukt nach Anspruch 5 oder
6, wobei das Verfahren ferner umfasst:
Bestimmen der Serienvoreinstellung anhand einer
Anzahl von "Stripesets" und einer Anzahl von Datei-
systemen.

8. Computerprogrammprodukt nach mindestens ei-
nem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei das
Verfahren ferner umfasst:

- Bestimmen vor dem Zuteilen des einen oder
der mehreren weiteren Blöcke, ob der eine oder
die mehreren weiteren Blöcke, die aus dersel-
ben "Stripeset" wie der identifizierte letzte zuge-
teilte Block ausgewählt sind und mit dem iden-
tifizierten letzten Block zusammenhängen, für
eine Zuteilung zu dem Dateisystem verfügbar
sind.

9. Computerprogrammprodukt nach Anspruch 8, wo-
bei das Verfahren ferner umfasst:

- Auswählen dann, wenn bestimmt wird, dass
kein weiterer Block von derselben "Stripeset"
wie der identifizierte letzte zugeteilte Block, die
mit dem identifizierten letzten zugeteilten Block
zusammenhängt, verfügbar ist, einer anderen
"Stripeset", die von der "Stripeset" des identifi-
zierten letzten zugeteilten Blocks verschieden
ist; und
- Zuteilen eines oder mehrerer weiterer Blöcke
von der anderen Stripeset.

10. Computerprogrammprodukt nach Anspruch 9, wo-
bei
dann, wenn die andere "Stripeset" eine Serie eines
oder mehrerer zusammenhängender Blöcke ent-
hält, die für eine Zuteilung zu einem anderen Datei-
sytem reserviert sind, das Verfahren ferner umfasst,

die andere "Stripeset" nach einer anderen Serie ei-
nes oder mehrerer nicht reservierter Blöcke zu
durchsuchen, deren Länge zumindest einer Serien-
voreinstellung entspricht, die eine bevorzugte Länge
einer Serie eines oder mehrerer zusammenhängen-
der zugeteilter Blöcke angibt, und einen ersten Block
in der durchsuchten Serie für eine Zuteilung zu dem
Dateisystem auszuwählen.

11. Computerprogrammprodukt nach Anspruch 9 oder
10, wobei
dann, wenn die andere "Stripeset" eine Serie eines
oder mehrerer zusammenhängender Blöcke ent-
hält, die für eine Zuteilung zu einem anderen Datei-
system reserviert sind, das Verfahren ferner um-
fasst, die andere "Stripeset" nach einer längsten Se-
rie eines oder mehrerer nicht reservierter Blöcke auf
der anderen Stripgruppe zu durchsuchen und einen
ersten Block in der durchsuchten längsten Serie für
eine Zuteilung zu dem Dateisystem auszuwählen.

12. Computerprogrammprodukt nach mindestens ei-
nem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei
der Datei-Server (9002) konfiguriert ist, einen virtu-
ellen Adressenraum des Dateisystems auf physika-
lische Speicheradressen abzubilden, die den meh-
reren Blöcken zugeordnet sind.

13. Verfahren zum Erweitern eines Speichers für ein
Dateisystem, das durch einen Datei-Server (9002)
gemanagt wird, wobei der Datei-Server (9002) kon-
figuriert ist, einen Speicher anhand mehrerer "Stripe-
sets" zu managen, wobei jede "Stripeset" einem zu-
sammenhängenden Speicherraum entspricht, der
mehrere Blöcke enthält, und sich das Dateisystem
auf einem virtualisierten Speicherbereich zugeteilter
Blöcke unter den mehreren Blöcke der mehreren
"Stripesets" befindet,
wobei das Verfahren umfasst:

- Führen einer Blockdatenbank, die die zugeteil-
ten Blöcke des Dateisystems angibt, wobei die
Blockdatenbank eine festgelegte Anzahl von
Einträgen enthält und jeder Eintrag ausgelegt
ist, Informationen zu speichern, die eine Start-
adresse und eine Länge einer Serie eines oder
mehrerer zusammenhängender zugeteilter Blö-
cke angeben;
- Identifizieren beim Empfangen einer Anforde-
rung, den Speicher für das Dateisystem zu er-
weitern, eines letzten zugeteilten Blocks anhand
der Einträge der geführten Blockdatenbank;
- Zuteilen eines oder mehrerer weiterer Blöcke,
die aus derselben "Stripeset" wie der identifizier-
te letzte zugeteilte Block ausgewählt sind und
mit dem identifizierten letzten zugeteilten Block
zusammenhängen; und
- Aktualisieren eines Eintrags in der Blockdaten-
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bank, der dem identifizierten letzten zugeteilten
Block zugeordnet ist, um die Zunahme der Län-
ge der Serie zusammenhängender zugeteilter
Blöcke, die den identifizierten letzten Block und
den einen oder-die mehreren weiteren Blöcke
enthält, zu reflektieren.

14. Datei-Server (9002), der ein Dateisystem managt,
wobei der Datei-Server (9002) konfiguriert ist, einen
Speicher für das gemanagte Dateisystem zu erwei-
tern und einen Speicher anhand mehrerer "Stripe-
sets" zu managen, wobei jede "Stripeset" einem zu-
sammenhängenden Speicherraum entspricht, der
mehrere Blöcke enthält, und sich das Dateisystem
auf einem virtualisierten Speicherbereich zugeteilter
Blöcke unter den mehreren Blöcken der mehreren
"Stripesets" befindet,
wobei der Dateiserver (9002) konfiguriert ist, auszu-
führen:

- Führen einer Blockdatenbank, die die zugeteil-
ten Blöcke des Dateisystems angibt, wobei die
Blockdatenbank eine festgelegte Anzahl von
Einträgen enthält und jeder Eintrag ausgelegt
ist, Informationen zu speichern, die eine Start-
adresse und eine Länge einer Serie eines oder
mehrerer zusammenhängender zugeteilter Blö-
cke angeben;
- Identifizieren beim Empfangen einer Anforde-
rung, den Speicher für das Dateisystem zu er-
weitern, eines letzten zugeteilten Blocks anhand
der Einträge der geführten Blockdatenbank,
- Zuteilen eines oder mehrerer weiterer Blöcke,
die aus derselben "Stripeset" wie der identifizier-
te letzte zugeteilte Block ausgewählt sind und
mit dem identifizierten letzten zugeteilten Block
zusammenhängen; und
- Aktualisieren eines Eintrags in der Blockdaten-
bank, der dem identifizierten letzten zugeteilten
Block zugeordnet ist, um die Zunahme der Län-
ge der Serie zusammenhängender zugeteilter
Blöcke, die den identifizierten letzten Block und
den einen oder die mehreren weiteren Blöcke
enthält, zu reflektieren.

15. Dateispeichersystem, das umfasst:

- einen Datei-Server (9002) nach Anspruch 14
und
- ein oder mehrere RAID-Systeme (9008), die
einen Speicher für ein oder mehrere Dateisys-
teme, die durch den Datei-Server (9002) gema-
nagt werden, bereitstellt.

Revendications

1. Produit programme d’ordinateur comprenant des

instructions de programme lisibles par ordinateur
qui, lorsqu’elles sont exécutées sur ou chargées
dans un serveur de fichiers (9002) ou un ordinateur
connecté au serveur ou lorsqu’elles sont exécutées
par un ou plusieurs processeurs ou unités de traite-
ment du serveur de fichiers (9002) ou de l’ordinateur,
font exécuter par le serveur de fichiers (9002) un
procédé pour étendre le stockage pour un système
de fichiers géré par le serveur de fichiers (9002),
dans lequel le serveur de fichiers (9002) est confi-
guré pour gérer le stockage sur la base d’une plura-
lité d’ensembles de bandes, chaque ensemble de
bandes correspondant à un espace de stockage
contigu incluant une pluralité de blocs, et le système
de fichiers réside sur une région de stockage virtua-
lisée de blocs alloués parmi la pluralité de blocs de
la pluralité d’ensembles de bandes,
le procédé comprenant les étapes consistant à :

- maintenir une base de données de blocs indi-
cative des blocs alloués du système de fichiers,
la base de données de blocs incluant un nombre
fixe d’entrées et chaque entrée étant adaptée à
stocker des informations indicatives d’une
adresse de départ et d’une longueur d’une plage
d’un ou plusieurs blocs alloués contigus ;
- identifier, lors de la réception d’une demande
d’extension du stockage pour le système de fi-
chiers, un dernier bloc alloué sur la base des
entrées de la base de données de blocs
maintenue ;
- allouer un ou plusieurs blocs supplémentaires
sélectionnés dans le même ensemble de ban-
des que le dernier bloc alloué identifié et conti-
gus au dernier bloc alloué identifié ; et
- mettre à jour une entrée dans la base de don-
nées de blocs associée au dernier bloc alloué
identifié pour refléter l’augmentation de la lon-
gueur de la plage de blocs alloués contigus, in-
cluant le dernier bloc identifié et lesdits un ou
plusieurs blocs supplémentaires.

2. Produit programme d’ordinateur selon la revendica-
tion 1, le procédé comprenant en outre l’étape con-
sistant à :

- réserver lesdits un ou plusieurs blocs supplé-
mentaires avant d’allouer lesdits un ou plusieurs
blocs supplémentaires afin que lesdits un ou plu-
sieurs blocs supplémentaires restent disponi-
bles pour allocation au système de fichiers.

3. Produit programme d’ordinateur selon la revendica-
tion 1 ou 2, le procédé comprenant en outre l’étape
consistant à :

- réserver, après avoir alloué lesdits un ou plu-
sieurs blocs supplémentaires, un ou plusieurs
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blocs du même ensemble de bandes que le der-
nier bloc alloué identifié et contigus auxdits un
ou plusieurs blocs supplémentaires qui ont été
alloués, pour qu’ils restent disponibles pour al-
location au système de fichiers.

4. Produit programme d’ordinateur selon la revendica-
tion 2 ou 3, dans lequel
jusqu’à N blocs sont réservés, N étant égal à un biais
de plage prédéterminé qui indique une longueur pré-
férée d’une plage d’un ou plusieurs blocs alloués
contigus, moins une longueur de plage active qui
indique un nombre de blocs contigus incluant le der-
nier bloc alloué.

5. Produit programme d’ordinateur selon au moins
l’une des revendications précédentes, le procédé
comprenant en outre les étapes consistant à :

- déterminer une longueur de plage active pour
le système de fichiers, la longueur de plage ac-
tive indiquant un nombre de blocs contigus in-
cluant le dernier bloc alloué ; et
- déterminer qu’il existe au moins un bloc sup-
plémentaire disponible pour allocation au sys-
tème de fichiers si la longueur de plage active
déterminée est inférieure à un biais de plage qui
indique une longueur préférée d’une plage d’un
ou plusieurs blocs alloués contigus, et qu’il exis-
te au moins un bloc supplémentaire du même
ensemble de bandes que le dernier bloc alloué
et contigu au dernier bloc alloué.

6. Produit programme d’ordinateur selon la revendica-
tion 5, dans lequel l’étape consistant à allouer un ou
plusieurs blocs supplémentaires comprend les éta-
pes consistant à :

allouer jusqu’à N blocs supplémentaires du mê-
me ensemble de bandes que le dernier bloc al-
loué identifié et contigus au dernier bloc alloué
identifié,
N étant égal au biais de plage moins la longueur
de plage active.

7. Produit programme d’ordinateur selon la revendica-
tion 5 ou 6, le procédé comprenant en outre l’étape
consistant à :
détermination le biais de plage sur la base d’un nom-
bre d’ensembles de bandes et d’un nombre de sys-
tèmes de fichiers.

8. Produit programme d’ordinateur selon au moins
l’une des revendications précédentes, le procédé
comprenant en outre l’étape consistant à :

- déterminer, avant d’allouer lesdits un ou plu-
sieurs blocs supplémentaires, si lesdits un ou

plusieurs blocs supplémentaires sélectionnés à
partir du même ensemble de bandes que le der-
nier bloc alloué identifié et contigus au dernier
bloc identifié sont disponibles pour allocation au
système de fichiers.

9. Produit programme d’ordinateur selon la revendica-
tion 8, le procédé comprenant en outre les étapes
consistant à :

- sélectionner, si lesdits un ou plusieurs blocs
supplémentaires du même ensemble de bandes
que le dernier bloc alloué identifié et contigus
au dernier bloc alloué identifié sont déterminés
comme étant non disponibles, un autre ensem-
ble de bandes différent de l’ensemble de bandes
du dernier bloc alloué identifié ; et
- allouer un ou plusieurs blocs supplémentaires
de l’autre ensemble de bandes.

10. Produit programme d’ordinateur selon la revendica-
tion 9, dans lequel,
si l’autre ensemble de bandes inclut une plage d’un
ou plusieurs blocs contigus qui sont réservés pour
allocation à un autre système de fichiers, le procédé
comprend en outre les étapes consistant à recher-
cher dans l’autre ensemble de bandes une autre pla-
ge d’un ou plusieurs blocs non réservés dont la lon-
gueur correspond au moins à un biais de plage qui
indique une longueur préférée d’une plage d’un ou
plusieurs blocs alloués contigus et à sélectionner,
dans la plage recherchée, un premier bloc pour al-
location au système de fichiers.

11. Produit programme d’ordinateur selon la revendica-
tion 9 ou 10, dans lequel,
si l’autre ensemble de bandes inclut une plage d’un
ou plusieurs blocs contigus qui sont réservés pour
allocation à un autre système de fichiers, le procédé
comprend en outre les étapes consistant à recher-
cher dans l’autre ensemble de bandes une plage la
plus longue d’un ou plusieurs blocs non réservés sur
l’autre ensemble de bandes et à sélectionner un pre-
mier bloc dans la plus longue plage recherchée pour
allocation au système de fichiers.

12. Produit programme d’ordinateur selon au moins
l’une des revendications précédentes, dans lequel
le serveur de fichiers (9002) est configuré pour map-
per un espace d’adresses virtuelles du système de
fichiers avec des adresses de stockage physiques
associées à la pluralité de blocs.

13. Procédé d’extension de stockage pour un système
de fichiers géré par un serveur de fichiers (9002), le
serveur de fichiers (9002) étant configuré pour gérer
le stockage sur la base d’une pluralité d’ensembles
de bandes, chaque ensemble de bandes correspon-
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dant à un espace de stockage contigu incluant une
pluralité de blocs, et le système de fichiers résidant
sur une région de stockage virtualisée de blocs al-
loués parmi la pluralité de blocs de la pluralité d’en-
sembles de bandes,
le procédé comprenant les étapes consistant à :

- maintenir une base de données de blocs indi-
cative des blocs alloués du système de fichiers,
la base de données de blocs incluant un nombre
fixe d’entrées et chaque entrée étant adaptée à
stocker des informations indicatives d’une
adresse de départ et d’une longueur d’une plage
d’un ou plusieurs blocs alloués contigus ;
- identifier, lors de la réception d’une demande
d’extension du stockage pour le système de fi-
chiers, un dernier bloc alloué sur la base des
entrées de la base de données de blocs
maintenue ;
- allouer un ou plusieurs blocs supplémentaires
sélectionnés dans le même ensemble de ban-
des que le dernier bloc alloué identifié et conti-
gus au dernier bloc alloué identifié ; et
- mettre à jour une entrée dans la base de don-
nées de blocs associée au dernier bloc alloué
identifié pour refléter l’augmentation de la lon-
gueur de la plage de blocs alloués contigus, in-
cluant le dernier bloc identifié et lesdits un ou
plusieurs blocs supplémentaires.

14. Serveur de fichiers (9002) gérant un système de fi-
chiers,
le serveur de fichiers (9002) étant configuré pour
étendre le stockage pour le système de fichiers géré
et pour gérer le stockage sur la base d’une pluralité
d’ensembles de bandes, chaque ensemble de ban-
des correspondant à un espace de stockage contigu
incluant une pluralité de blocs, et le système de fi-
chiers résidant sur une région de stockage virtuali-
sée de blocs alloués parmi la pluralité de blocs de
la pluralité d’ensembles de bandes,
le serveur de fichiers (9002) étant configuré pour
exécuter les étapes consistant à :

- maintenir une base de données de blocs indi-
cative des blocs alloués du système de fichiers,
la base de données de blocs incluant un nombre
fixe d’entrées et chaque entrée étant adaptée à
stocker des informations indicatives d’une
adresse de départ et d’une longueur d’une plage
d’un ou plusieurs blocs alloués contigus ;
- identifier, lors de la réception d’une demande
d’extension du stockage pour le système de fi-
chiers, un dernier bloc alloué sur la base des
entrées de la base de données de blocs
maintenue ;
- allouer un ou plusieurs blocs supplémentaires
sélectionnés dans le même ensemble de ban-

des que le dernier bloc alloué identifié et conti-
gus au dernier bloc alloué identifié ; et
- mettre à jour une entrée dans la base de don-
nées de blocs associée au dernier bloc alloué
identifié pour refléter l’augmentation de la lon-
gueur de la plage de blocs alloués contigus, in-
cluant le dernier bloc identifié et lesdits un ou
plusieurs blocs supplémentaires.

15. Système de stockage de fichiers, comprenant :

- un serveur de fichiers (9002) selon la revendi-
cation 14, et
- un ou plusieurs systèmes RAID (9008) four-
nissant du stockage pour un ou plusieurs sys-
tèmes de fichiers gérés par le serveur de fichiers
(9002).
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